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I.

DEFINITION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

NRC IE Bulletin 79-01B defines the.postulated accident conditions
to be addressed in response to IE Bulletin 79-01B as loss-of
coolant accident/high-energy line break (LOCA/HELB) inside con
tainment and HELB outside containment.
For the Duane Arnold Energy Center (DAEC), high-energy pipe break
analysis (both inside and outside containment) is discussed in
FSAR Section 14.6 and the responses to Q&R 5.4 (Amendments 8 and 12).
For a HELB inside the drywell, worst-case environmental conditions
are established by the postulated LOCA resulting from a recirculation
Section III of this
line break as analyzed in FSAR Section 14.6.
in more detail.
conditions
environmental
these
discusses
report
For a HELB outside the drywell, the response to Q&R 5.4 submitted
as part of Amendment 12 identifies high-energy lines and the location
During analytical work performed in support
of postulated breaks.
conditions were established. These
environmental
12,
of Amendment
III of this report.
Section
in
discussed
are
conditions
based on the above, the following HELB established the required
post-accident environmental conditions for the DAEC:
A.

LOCA inside the drywell

B.

Main steam line break (MSLB) in the steam tunnel

C.

Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) steam
line break

D.

High-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) steam
line break

E.

Reactor water cleanup

F.

Feedwater line break

(RWCU) break

Where components, due to their location, could be subjected to
differing environments for the various accidents, the most severe
environmental conditions were utilized for analysis. Components
located within compartments with postulated HELBs would be subjected
to

pressure,

temperature,

and

humidity

conditions

resulting

from

that HELB, but would not be subjected to LOCA radiation doses simul
taneously. These same components could be subjected to radiation
doses following a LOCA, but these doses would not be simultaneous
with pressure, temperature, and humidity. Components are evaluated
to ensure that they are qualified for the environments in which
they must operate.
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II.

IDENTIFICATION OF CLASS lE COMPONENTS REQUIRED TO FUNCTION
UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

The DAEC FSAR was reviewed to identify engineered safety features
(ESF) systems which are needed to mitigate the consequences of
the postulated accidents discussed in Section I. These are systems
needed to achieve reactor cold shutdown, containment isolation,
reactor core cooling, and containment heat removal, and to prevent
the releases of radioactive material to the environment in excess
of the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.
In addition, the DAEC emergency procedures were reviewed to identify
systems that are not required to mitigate the consequences of the
postulated accidents, but are utilized if available. These are
identified in Appendix B as alternative-use systems. No additional
information is provided for alternative-use systems.
Appendix A identifies and discusses the role of those systems and
components required to mitigate the consequences of each specific
HELB discussed in Section I. Appendix B provides the master list
of all ESF systems, including alternative-use systems, required
to function under all the postulated accidents discussed in Section 1
Appendix C provides the master component list for each system
identified in Appendix B, except for alternative-use systems. These
appendixes satisfy the requirements of Action Item 1 of IE Bulletin
79-01B. Appendix D provides the Component Evaluation Work Sheets
as required under Action Item 2 of the IE Bulletin 79-01B for each
component identified in Appendix C which is located in a harsh
envi ronment.
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE CONDITIONS
A.

INSIDE THE DRYWELL

The environmental conditions inside the drywell on the basis of
postulated LOCA conditions are summarized in Table III-1. The
drywell pressure and temperature response following the postu
lated LOCA are provided in FSAR Figures 14.6-6 and 14.6-7 and
are included in this report as Figures 111-2 and III-1, respec
tively. Relative humidity, while not specifically stated in the
FSAR, will be taken as 100% based on practical knowledge of a
steam-water environment. Chemical sprays are not used in the
DAEC design as discussed in Appendix G, Subsection 7 of the FSAR.
Containment spray of post-accident suppression pool water is
utilized. The post-accident suppression pool water is expected
to maintain a relatively neutral pH, even following the postulated
LOCA. The maximum total integrated radiation dose for the drywell
is taken 7from FSAR Table 14.10-3 to be a 30-day LOCA dose of
2.3 x 10 rad. The DAEC FSAR does not specifically address the
maximum flood level inside drywell as a result of a LOCA. A
study was performed which established the maximum level to be
744'-0", assuming that the fluid volume of the reactor vessel,
two condensate storage tanks, the recirculation system piping,
the main steam piping, and the feedwater piping is discharged
into the primary containment. This volume, combined with the
maximum normal volume of water in the suppression pool, is less
than the total volume of the suppression pool; therefore, the
maximum water level in the drywell corresponds to the entrance
-to the vent pipes from the drywell to the suppression pool. The
response to Question 5.5 in Amendment 2 indicates that the dry
well can be flooded with river water from the RHR service water
While this mode of operation is possible, the consequences
system.
of flooding the electrical equipment in the drywell would have to
De considered prior to implementation. For the purpose of environ
mental qualification, the maximum flood elevation is assumed to
be 744'-0".
B.

OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL, SUBJECT TO HELB

HELB is discussed in detail in DAEC FSAR Amendment 12, Q&R 5.4
on Page 12-5.4-1. The environmental conditions (temperature,
pressure, and humidity) due to pipe break in the steam tunnel,
HPCI room, RCIC room, residual heat removal (RHR) room, torus
Pressure
room, and turbine building are listed in Table 111-2.
pre
were
which
areas
these
and temperature response curves for
are
5.4
Question
to
pared as part of the analysis to respond
Radiation doses
shcwn in Figures 111-3 through Figure 111-7.
associated with a
doses
the
than
tollowing a HELB are less severe
damages more
which
Flooding
provided.
LOCA and are therefore not
occur out
not
does
components
than one train of safety-related
Chemical
HELBs.
postulated
the
of
side the drywell as a result
drywell.
the
outside
exist
not
do
and demineralized water spray
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All electrical and control panels listed in Appendix C are located
Several panels are located in areas subject
outside the drywell.
panels was reviewed to determine what
these
Each of
to HELB.
each panel and the function of each
on
components are located
component. It was determined that no component on an electrical
required
panel or instrument rack located in a HELB environment isthat area.
in
HELB
the
of
consequences
the
to function to mitigate
Therefore, HELB environmental conditions will not be addressed for
electrical and control panels or for components mounted on these
panels or racks (Appendix C, System 25).
C.

OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL WHERE THE RECIRCULATION OF POST-LOCA
FLUID WOULD OCCUR

From the shielding analysis prepared for the NUREG 0578 response,
30-day and 6-month integrated dose levels outside the primary
containment gave been calculated. Areas having integrated dose
rad or more have been listed in Table 111-3 and are
levels of 10
considered harsh radiation environments. Additionally, detailed
radiation dose calculations were performed for electrical panels
and instrument racks located in harsh radiation environments
identified in Table 111-3. This detailed analysis has shown that
the specific integrated doses foE only those panels listed in
Each panel has been reviewed
Table III-4A are greater than 10 rad.
against the Master List of Class 1E Electrical Equipment (Appen
dix C) to establish which components located on these panels must
be available for post-LOCA operation in a harsh radiation environ
ment. These components are identified in Table III-4B, and Com
ponent Evaluation Work Sheets have been included for radiation
evaluation as part of Appendix D.
D.

NONHARSH ENVIRONMENTS

The plant areas which are not covered under Tables 111-2 and 111-3
are considered nonharsh environmental areas with respect to HELB
and post-LOCA radiation. Equipment located in these areas is
protected and maintained in a suitable environmental condition
as
Dy the safety-related heating and ventilating (H&V) systems
is
system
H&V
Each
oiscussed in Section VII of Appendix A.
provided with redundant components for reliable operation. The
power supply to the appropriate cooling and ventilating equipment
is provided from the standby power supply system during loss of
otfsite power. Safety-related H&V systems are provided for the
tollowing areas:
1.

Control building, including control room, cable spreading
room, battery rooms, and essential switchgear rooms

2.

Standby diesel generator rooms

3.

Intake structure

4.

Emergency service water pump rooms

5.

Reactor building via standby gas treatment system and
engineered safeguards area HVAC
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IV.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF CLASS lE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

A.

IDENTIFICATION OF CLASS 1E EQUIPMENT

As discussed in Section II of this report, evaluation of Class IE
electrical equipment within the scope of IE Bulletin 79-01B is
limited to those systems needed to achieve reactor cold shutdown,
containment isolation, reactor core cooling, and containment heat
removal, and to prevent the releases of radioactive material to
Those
the environment in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.
identified
are
functions
these
systems which are required to perform
in Appendix B to this report and correspond to those systems listed
in Appendix A to Enclosure 4 of IE Bulletin 79-01B. Components
installed in harsh environments as a result of NUREG 0578 (TMI
lessons learned) have been included in this review. All the infor
mation available at the time of preparation of this report has
In addition, only those components which are
been included.
required to mitigate the consequences of a specific accident need
qualification to operate in the environment created by that accident,
B.

SERVICE CONDITIONS

The environmental service conditions specified in Section III
are used in the evaluation of the adequacy of environmental
qualifications of Class lE electrical equipment for the DAEC. The
following discussion relates the environmental service conditions
of Section III to those of Enclosure 4 to IE Bulletin 79-01B.
1.

Service Conditions Inside Containment for Loss-Of-Coolant
Accident
As discussed in Section 14.6 of the FSAR, the design basis
accident which establishes the environmental conditions
inside the drywell for the DAEC is the loss-of-coolant acci
dent resulting from a recirculation line break. The following
discussion of service conditions is based on this design basis
accident.
a.

Temperature and Pressure Steam Conditions
Temperature and pressure steam conditions are shown in
Figures III-1 and 111-2 and are based on the results of
an analysis performed for the FSAR. As stated in FSAR
Subsection 14.6.3.3.2, "The drywell gas temperature
reaches a maximum of 300F which is slightly above the
containment design temperature of 281F; however, this
gas temperature transient is only several seconds in
duration and the massive containment does not have
As a result of
enough time to reach that temperature."
the plant-specific analysis for the DAEC, 281F is the
maximum required containment environmental qualification
temperature.
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b.

Radiation
Section 14.10 of the FSAR discusses radiation doses to
engineered safety features equipment following a postu
lated LOCA. Table 14.10-3 gives the integrated dose fo5
inside the drywell 30 days following a LOCA as 273 x 10 rad
and the normal 40-year integrated dose as 2 x 10 rad.
This plant-specific analysis establishes the maximum total
integrated radiation doses inside the drywell. A 40-year
normal integrated 7 dose plus a 30-day post-accident dose
totaling 4.3 x 10 rad has been used to evaluate the ade
quacy of equipment qualification inside the drywell.
Although components may be replaced or requalified based
on these criteria, it is important to note that this dose
level is very conservative.
In evaluating the adequacy of equipment qualification,
only gamma doses are considered if the component is enclosed
in a nonorganic material (e.g., valve operators, splices,
For compon
and terminal boards in junction boxes, etc).
been shown
has
it
ents in organic material (e.g., cable),
the
reducing
thereby
that 70 mils of insulation exist,
dose.
gamma
total
beta dose to less than 10% of the
Therefore, only gamma doses are considered for these items
also.

c.

Submergence
The maximum possible flood level in the drywell is
approximately elevation 744'-0", which corresponds to
the entrance to the vent pipes from the drywell to the
suppression pool. When the water level in the drywell
reaches this elevation, it will flow into the torus
via the vent pipes. All components listed in Appen
dix C which are inside the primary containment are
located above elevation 744'-0", and therefore submer
gence is not considered in the evaluation of environ
Submergence is not appli
mental qualification adequacy.
cable outside of the drywell.

d.

Containment Spray
Use of a chemical spray at the DAEC is limited to
potential use of the low-pressure injection system to
inject suppression pool water into the drywell via spray
This suppression pool water is expected to
headers.
maintain a relatively neutral pH even following the postu
lated LOCA. Hence, the corrosive reactions with suppres
sion pool water are expected to be negligible due to its
neutral condition.
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Prototypes of components located inside the drywell are
frequently subjected to a simulated LOCA environment.
Simulated LOCA testing is typically done on a generic
basis for both BWR and PWR applications. As such, the
test specimens are subjected to corrosive chemical sprays
expected in a PWR post-LOCA environment. Although this
portion of the test program is not applicable to the DAEC,
the introduction of this corrosive spray in the test
sequence lends further assurance that components will
function as required.
2.

Service Conditions for a PWR Main Steam Line Break Inside
Containment
This item is

3.

not applicable

to the DAEC.

Areas Subject to a Severe Environment as a Result of a
High-Energy Line Break
As stated in Section III.B, environmental service conditions
for high-energy line break analysis are summarized in Figures
Those components which are located in
111-3 through 111-7.
HELB and are required to mitigate the
a
the affected area of
conditions identified. This serves
the
HELB are analyzed for
the response to Question 5.4 in
in
to verify the statement
"the environmental effects of
that
FSAR
Amendment 12 of the
postulated ruptures of the high-energy lines were evaluated."

4.

Areas Where Fluids are Recirculated from Inside Containment
to Accomplish Long-Term Core Cooling Following a LOCA
In addition to qualification of components outside the primary
containment as identified in Item IV.B.3, those components
which must function to mitigate the consequences of a LOCA
are qualified as follows.
a.

Temperature and Relative Humidity
Temperature and relative humidity are not environmental
qualification concerns outside the drywell because all
areas which contain safety-related components are serviced
by redundant safety-related heating, ventilating, and
air-conditioning systems which are capable of maintaining
the area within conditions specified for normal operation
of the components. These components will then fall within
the scope of Item IV.B.5.
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b.

Radiation
As stated in Section III.C of this report, componen s
in areas where the total integrated dose exceeds 10 rad
(Table 111-3) are analyzed for the appropriate radiation
dose. Only those components which are required to miti
gate the consequences of a LOCA will be qualified for
radiation.

5.

Areas Normally Maintained at Room Conditions
The equipment located in these areas is protected and maintained
in a suitable environmental condition by the safety-related
H&V systems. Each H&V system is provided with redundant com
ponents for reliable operation. Section III.D provides the list
of H&V systems for such areas and Appendix A provides a dis
cussion of the support role of each system.

C.

QUALIFICATION METHODS

1.

Selection of Qualification Methods
Type testing of actual equipment using simulated service
conditions is the preferred qualification method. Qualifi
cation data via this test method is obtained whenever possible.
When size or other practical requirements limit or preclude
type tests, qualification is completed by operating experience,
analysis, or any combination of the three methods.

2.

Qualification by Type Testing
The evaluation of the adequacy of qualification test data
includes the following factors as discussed in Enclosure 4
to IE Bulletin 79-01B, except as noted.
a.

Simulated service conditions and test duration

b.

Test speciman

c.

Test sequence

d.

Test specimen aging: Refer to Section IV.E for addi
tional discussion of requirements for aging

e.

Functional testing and failure criteria

f.

Installation interfaces: During the 1980 refueling
outage at the DAEC, components listed in Appendix D
which are located in areas of the plant which are in
accessible during normal operation were inspected to
verify that they were installed in an as-tested con
figuration. The walkdown of items located in inaccessible
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areas will be completed during the 1981 refueling outage.
(These were additional items identified during the course
If it was not possible to determine the
of our review.)
as-tested configuration prior to the inspection, sufficient
data relative to the installed configuration were obtained
The
for verification against test data at a later date.
orientation,
as
such
parameters
inspection included
existance of gaskets, location of drain holes, verification
of equipment tag information, any condition which could
result in equipment degradation in a harsh environment,
In addition, all electrical
and location within the plant.
"field option" junction boxes within the systems identified
in Appendix B were inspected to determine the existence of
any terminal blocks or cable splices which would require
environmental qualification. Following the outage, the
remaining items listed in Appendix D were given an as-built
inspection to verify that equipment was installed as it was
It is not deemed necessary to inspect any com-.
tested.
have been replaced to upgrade their environ
which
ponents
(i.e., ASCO solenoid valves and
qualification
mental
switches).
limit
NAMCO
3.

Qualification by a Combination of Methods
Analysis)

(Test, Evaluation,

As discussed in Section IV.C.1, an item of Class IE equip
ment may be shown to be qualified for a complete spectrum
of service conditions even though it was not type-tested
for all the individual parameters. The qualification for
service conditions which are not type-tested have been demon
strated by operating experience or analysis. Evaluation of
the acceptability of environmental qualification by a combination
of methods has been made on a case-by-case basis.
D.

MARGIN
The environmental service conditions and methods of qualifi
cation discussed in Sections IV.B and IV.C include conserva
tisms which ensure margins between the service conditions
specified and the actual conditions which could realistically
No additional margins are
be expected in a design basis event.
applied.

E.

AGING
The subject of thermal and radiation aging is not discussed
in the DAEC FSAR. In many cases, a 40-year lifetime is
specified in the purchase documents for the equipment, and
However, no
aging is addressed in the qualification testing.
been stipu
have
requirements
specific equipment qualification
includes
DAEC
the
at
surveillance
lated for the DAEC. Routine
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periodic replacement and upgrading of equipment to ensure
continued operability of plant systems. The need to con
sider aging is based on the evaluation of component design,
application, and service environment during normal operation.
Service environments addressed in this report are for postu
lated accident conditions which are more severe than oper
ating conditions by several orders of magnitude. Thermal
and radiological aging considerations are based on conside
ration of temperatures and radiation levels experienced
during normal operation.
As discussed in Section IV.C, aging qualification may be
established through a combination of type testing, operating
experience, and analysis. Methods involving analysis
include consideration of those materials identified in
Appendix C to Enclosure 4 of IE Bulletin 79-01B as susceptible
to significant thermal and radiological aging during normal
operation.
1.

Components Located Inside the Drywell and Steam Tunnel
Because of the service environment inside the drywell
and steam tunnel during normal operation, the effects
of thermal and radiological aging have been evaluated
for all components in these locations.

2.

Components Located Outside the Drywell and Steam Tunnel
a.

Radiological Aging
The components which are located outside the dry
well and steam tunnel are exposed to insignificant
amounts of radiation during normal operating con
ditions, with the exception of the reactor water
cleanup system pump room and heat exchanger room.
The effects of radiation aging are therefore not
considered in the qualification evaluation of these
components. The effect of radiation aging is
considered for components located in the reactor
water cleanup room and heat gxchanger room. Normal
radiation levels of 5.4 x 10 ral are used for the
heat exchanger room and 1.8 x 10 rad are used for
the pump room.
Under postulated accident conditi ns, some components
may be exposed to greater than 10 rad (see Sections
The effects of this short-term
III.C and IV.B.4.b).
considered in the qualifi
are
radiation exposure
components.
these
for
cation evaluation
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b.

Thermal Aging
Areas outside the steam tunnel and drywell are main
tained in a suitable environmental condition during
normal operation by the reactor building HVAC system.
The normal maximum temperature, with the exception
of the H&V control valve room (150F maximum), is
104F, which is defined as a nonharsh environment
with regard to thermal aging.

F.

DOCUMENTATION

For each data entry in the qualification column of the Component
Evaluation Work Sheets in Appendix D, the corresponding referenced
document supporting the data and the qualification method used to
The com
obtain it are being maintained in an appropriate file.
Electric.
Iowa
by
plete documentation file will be retained
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CLUSIONS AND

V.

STUDY Cz.

A.

INTRODUCTION

RESOLU-TIONS

-gations in response to NRC IE Bullet n 79-01B indicate
n.IenLs arc either not sul)jected .to harsh
com
!most all
tha
data
ental servic" conditions or have qualification
cuvi
for the remaining
status
of qualification
Resolutin
'_J.
doce
s has been pursued in one of the followinq methods:
componc
Inve

1.

data,
Vendors have been contacted to request qualification
Following r :eipt, the data were reviewed
available.
if
for adec-Facy in accordance with the guidelines of the bulletin.
1F the data were found to be adequate, the item was considered
If the data were not found to be adequate,
to b-. closed.
for furthier information, and this
contacted
was
the vendor
analyzed.
was
anrormation

2.

Wher

3.

have not been qualified by any of the above
CT. oonents wh:h
be
will
data exist,
inadequate teat
which
me :nocs, or for
replaced
or
area,
nonharsh
a
to
relocated
,
tesLtc. shielde
with sitable components, as discussed in section B below.

B.

A"TION

but
ven]dor cualificatiLon data are not available,
components
analyze
to
required
data
other
and
me.alists
performed
were
evalu:ations
available,
are
ilification
fy the capability of the component to fo '-ctionunder
to v;
the environmental service conditions.

IT'.1S

have been
of remaining action items that
following is a list
be
will
items
These
ew.
course of our revi
i c ur ing. the
identi
1982.
30,
Juithan
later
as- pos ible, but no
as so10
resolvr
for contin-.ei operation is included for each item.
Justification
The

1.

AS:O Solenoid
a.

Valves

pesolution
CoTmm.ent 8 of Appendix D to this
hA di -ussed in C.-ral
ded that the following ASCO solenoid
int
is
report, it
outage at
valves be replaceo during the 1981 refueling
the DAEC:
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SV-2206
S-7 605B

SV-7639 :
SV-371:

S

SV-57

-- 2235

-2234
SV-2212
SV-2211
SV-7605A
SV-7639A

B.

SV-5704A
SV-203
SV-5704B
SV-1964
SV-5703A

SV-5718A\
V1
SV
5

71..1

SV-5703B
Sv-3705
SV-3704
SV-3729

Based on their location, we have calculated that these valves
rad at
will receive a radiation dose in excess of 4.0 x 10
reaching a
but only after
the disk holder following a LOCA,
We ha ve been advised by ASCO and by state
safe condition.
in NRC IE Rul.c:tin 79-01A that the actual
menits containe
disk holder assembly and bottom plug in the valve assembly
rad.
have a maximum service limit of 4.0 x 10
b.

Justification for Continued Operation
Continued operation until at least the 1981 refueling
outarge is justified based on the following:

2.

1)

The amount of radiation that the valves will
rec:eive during normal operation is well below
the allowable limit.

2)

Under a postulated LOCA, the valves are required
seconds of the accident,
to ope r-a during the initial
operations taking place well before the
with all
dose limit on the disk holder and bottom plug 5 is
rad
the 4 x 10
.
We have determined that
exc ed
Once
least
10.minutes..
for
at
level is not reached
the valve has operated to a safe condition, that
cc liton
will be maintained, even if the dose exceeds
4 x 10) rad, because the control air
header is
also
supply
isolated on the accident, rendering the air
to the solenoid inoperable.

Main Steam
a.

Safety Relief Solenoid Valves

Resolution
The solenoid valve.s for the main steam safety relief
Vocumentation
be replaced or shielded.
valves will either
age quali
the-,
solenoid valves indicates that
for thoe
rad,
3
x
10
of
fied for an inr.egrated radiation dose
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iscussed
in t!e drywell as
The plant identifi
in Section IV.B.l.b of the report.
cation numbers for the.e valves are as follows:
for

es tablishe

b.

ecuimen

SV-440 0

SV-4405

SV-4402

sv-4406

Justification for

Continued Operation

Continued station operation is justified for
following reasons:

S

the

qualification data are within a factor of
In addition,
2 of the calculated radiation dose.
ad
the total qualification dos-- _E 4.3 x 1
of
dose
normal
40-year
a
consistsof
x
2.3
of
dose
accid-:nt
a-,
and
rad
10'
x
2.0
rad; the resolution addresed In a) above will be
accomi sned as soon as practical, but in no, ase
later than June 30, 1982, therefore the total normal
will not exceed
ed doen up to
ta
.- thttime
inegatddose
:sting

cf

x 107

the 2.0 x 10r

rad

(based

This
-years of plant operation, 1974 to 1982)
on
less
is
dose
accident
rad
ln7
x
2.3
wi-h
cocied
rad.
of 3.0 X ao1
Cua i fdcat ion
than the ~eserl
ooses aere calculated. using conservative,
4
; (
2) Raczr
Mechanistic release models
n is t c mc eIs.
n.-n ec-n -releases which occur
radiation
in
t
el
WI
accid en t
:~r s af ter the ostul ate
Se~r
Th

E,

than those
ac:tual doses will be less
nocs
in
assumptions.
bu
conservative
such
using
re as prcicl

thualiied as oart
inof ta1rm9nal blocks not
ipm en t packages could no t be su ficiently
o, f
six terminal
we have identif
eualt,
pesa
ane
cleanut
water
reactor
and
rawell
the
in
latr-d
os
1981
the
during
rehlace
to
tend
pump room which we
follows:
as
are
identified
boxes
The
refueling outage.
13 1190
235 1641
b.

Justification
C on t in,.:ei
1)

for Continued
at I'Cn o->':-a.tion

These comonents
Suliica-

33 706
105

31 1192
43 164

re

in

Osleraeanon
is

just

for

the

enclosures which

rotec-ion from the serblc
14

if ie--d

envnronment.

fol lowing
erovide
sill

3)
4.

1.ted and red ndant
i CallIy sep
2)1oedvcsaephys
s. that the- will riot be exposed Lo the same eniviron
ment and will not experience common degradation.
of systems associated with these
Periodic testing
proper operation.
components verifies

Solenoid Valve '
a.

-4310

Resolution
Solenoid valve SV-4310, located in the heating and
valve control room, is intended to be
ventilating
This is
replaced during the 1981 rcemoling outage.
this
at
temperature
operating
normal
high
tV.
to
due
show
to
Documentation
150F.
be
to
estimated
location
thermal
deleterious
cause
not
will
temperature
this
that
aging during 40 years of normal operation was not
av'ailable.

b.

Justification for Continued Operation
Although qualification data are not available for
aging, continued station operation is justified in
that this valve undergoes periodic surveillance
age-related degradation
which demonstrates that
testing
is not taking place.

E.

Main Steam- Isolation Valve Position Switches
a.

Resolution
Th-se position switches are Namco Model EA 740, and
during the 1980 DAEC refuelirng outage.
were installed
Information discovered during ou- review for.Bulle
tin 79-01B has indicated that the cover -gasket
r::aterial has a qualified life of approximately
year in the cbient temperatures expected in the
It is intended to replace
dryt.ell and stem tunnel.
these gaskets on an interval consistent with their
qualfic&

b.

Justification

tion.

for Continued Operation

Although qualification is not available for aging,
continued station operation is justified in that
-t>ese compon.:ts underg- periodic surveillance
age-related degradation
rg which dem.nstrates that
testi
place.
is not taking
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6.

Pressure Transmitters PDT-2046, 1947
a.

Resolution
arK General Electric
Thcse pressure transmitters
MoK l 50-52:032HKZZ2 which sensu differential
of the RHR
-ure between the tubes and shell
pr
They maintain service water pressure
heat exchanger.
greater than, RHR system pressure to prevent radio
They are
active leakage into PIIR service water.
for a
located in the RHR r *ms ai2 must be qualified
Qualification for
rad.
uose of 4.26 x 10
radiation
pressure, temperature, and humidity is not required.
Qualificationl wiJl be pursued with General Electric.
radiation
be determined by a more detaile7
It will either
the dose received by these components
that
calculati:n
or alter
is signLLicantly lower, possibly nonharsh,
This item
be shielded.
these components will
naively,
than
will be resolved as soon as possible, but. no later
June 30. :982.

b.

Justification for Continued Operation

Radiation c-ses were calculated using conservative,
Mechanistic release models
nonechanistic models.
in radiation releases which occur several
will result
During this
the postulated accident.
hours after
redundant
down
time,!; ac tion will be. tken to shut
bevond those needed for coolant injection.
sv-te:s
in radiation exposures to only one
will result
Tis
Also, actual doses
redundant equipment trains.
to
such conser
using
1 b: less than those calculated
equipment
operating
the
if
Finally,
t ive assu ption.
the
exposure,
fers degradaticn due to radiation
During
activated.
be
sdown redundant. system will
ti:ma avai.able af-er stabilization of core cooling,
additional coolanL injection paths will be established,
if nec-essary, to ensure long-term cooling.
7.

RHR
a.

Pump Motor>

1P-229A,B,C,D

Resolution
e motors are General Electric Model 5K6336XC213A.
Th
Th . are locater in the RHP- r oms and must qualify for
Qualification for
rad.
dose of 4.26 x 10
a ra-iation
not required.
is
pres:.ure, temperature, and humidity
Electric.
General
with
pursued
Qualification will be
but no
possible,
as
soon
as
resolved
be
This item will
1982.
30,
June
later than
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b.

Justification

for Continued Operation

Con- 'uin:; s- tion operatioci
:ollowing recsons:

8.

is

justified

for

the

1)

provided the following justifi
Ge. eral Electric
Continued plait
cation fo.r continued operation:
operation can be justified by the fact that the
GE-made pump motor Model 5K6336XC229A is the 5K
type series and can be compared to a similar
motor tested.

2)

Radiation doses were calculated using .anservative,
models
Mechanistic release
models.
non nrchnistic
in ra.jiation releases which occur
will result
the postulated accident.
several hours after
be taken to shut
time, action will
During this
down redundant systems beyond those needed for
in radiation
This will result
cc-olant injection.
exposures to only one of two redundant. equipment
Also, actual doses will be less than those
trains.
calculated using such conservative assumptions.
degra
Finally, if te operating equipment suffers
shutdown
exposure, the
dation due to radiation
Du *ng the
redundant system will be activated.
after stabilization of core cooling,
t i -available
additional coolant injection paths will be estab
lished, if necessary, to ensure long-term cooling.

3)

The core spray and RHR systems are equally indo
systems
.se
Only one of
pendent and redundant.
core
dequate
maintair.
is necessary to achieve and
either
-n
pump
a
of
A single failure
cooling.
system will not degrade the muctual redundancy of
the systems.

Core Sprav Pump Motors 1:-211A,B
a.

Res:lution
Model 5K6336XC229A.
These motors are General Electri
and must qualify for
on
r
RHR
the
in
The: are located
Qualification for
rad.
10
x
4.26
of
a r i ation dose
not required.
is
humidity
and
ature,
pres: re, temp.
Electric.
General
with
pursued
be
Qual-ification w.ll
but no
possible,
as
soon
as
resolved
This item will be
1982.
30,
June
later than
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for Continued Operati :n

Justification

operation

station

Continung
reasons.:

is

ju:

fied for

the

following

1)

Gezeral Elect: ic provided the following justification
Continued plant operation
for continued operatio.:
the GE-made pump
that
can be justified by the fact
and
motor Model 5K6336XC229A is the 5K type series
test-d.
motor
can be compared to a similar

2)

Radiation doses were calculated using conservative,
models
Mechanistic rele.:e
nonmechanistic models.
occur
which
releases
in radiation
will result
seveal1 hours after
the postulated accident.
During
time, action will b4 taken to shut dow-;n redun
this
ne_-eded for coolant
dant systems beyond tho..
in radiation exposures
rc
-lt
will
This
i nJction.
Also,
trains.
equipment
redundant
two
to only one of
calculated
those
than
be
less
will
doses
actual
such conservative assumptions.

U.ing

Finally,

if

degradation due to
the o'erating equipment suffers
raoia ion exposure, the shutdown redundant system
affer
During the time available
will be activated.
coolant
stabilization of core cooling, additional
inection paths will be established, if necessary,
to ensure long-term cooling.
3)

The core spray and RHR systems are equally indepen
Only one of these systK ,s is
sent and redundant.
to

necessary

achieve

maintain

and

adeq

of a pump i
A single failure
cooling.
will not degrade the mutual redundancy
9.

Switch:es LS-l86lA,B,C,D

Leve.l
a.

te c--re

eith-r system
of th- systems.

Resolution
These level switches function for reactor shutdown on scram
They are Magnetrol Model
discharge volume high level.
They are
but were supplied by General Electric.
SL5.0-751,
located in the reactor buil ing and must qualify for a
rad (1-hour dose following a
radiation dose of 2.83 x 10
of only the
LOCA not withstanding the operational require.nt
Pericral El ctr ic haS
few :>con:.s followinn an acc4ident).
first
Qualification
..'.7 x 1 0 D rad.
these items for
qualifie'.
not required.
and humidity is
for pressure, 'enmperature,
It
Q-lifica lon will be pursued with General Electric.
-w:

1 eith

r

be

deteL-mi-ied by

a

more detailod

radiation

th-: dse recei.ed by these components is
that
lat'
ca
lower, possibly nonharsh, or alternatively,
siy .. ficantly
this
intended that
It
is
th'..:.e components may be shielded.
outaqe.
iteA will be resolved durinq the 1981 refuelinq
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,

a
Operato

or

jutn

of these components
.function
is
It
c to a reacto.r scram.

?

1)

justifie< for

is

o- ration
station
reasons:

Cont .ued
follc -g

is

only

the

imn.ortant

realistic to
to any
occur prior
will
scram
reactor
a
t
m
.
a
not
will
components
the
and
damage
si gnifica t fuel
operation.
to
prior
rad
105
x
1.7
to
be exposc.

This, and the fact that these components are
a,_ranged in four independent and redundant safety
channels, ensures that these components will perform
their function prior to any significant radia *ion
aose.
Radiation doses were calculated using conservative,
Mechanistic release mocel2
nonmechanistic models.
will result in radiation releases which occur
Several hours after the postulated accident.
Terefore, actual doses will be less than those

2)

calcu. ted using such conservative assumptionr.
to the 1-hour dos: c;uoted
This conservatismp aclies
above (2.83 x 10' rad).

10.

Flcw
a.

?M-8408AB C,D

Meter:

Resolution

~

These
a
The

K.

monitor
Instru

11acen
suclist~ar:
an
unnel Car

al
0

r=a3
10 ' r~
3oSe)
iicen
un~"s :-or

main steam

Moalen-65Th_ v a'-e
in the
ralmustElectric.
orF
dose plus
a total located
ify
for
30-day
dose
operating
ncfmal
earqual
(40-y
thez
Qualified
has
S.K. Instrument
Q u _;zclo
rad.
tota-l doeoo1x16

and

r es u ~,temperature,
Dc
w i:

on will be p
dtemned
b

ec
wi:are

hatinatdever,
11:,nter
1s

u
by

de shielded.
during

item will be resolved
q.
ration
uification for Continued
Statio

not ren7uirec .

is

It
eneral Eect-c.
ih
rad2iatLion
a more detailed

t nIS
o u tmag
.

humid3it-y

by these orcoonnts
receivednonharsh,
the dose ossibly
alter
lower,

that

these components

nativelK,

leakace flow.
line
-8350, but were

!

r s
e
crvraticn

reebadseo.
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is

t

is

the c 19r1e

intende
r

uling

a

1)

Radiation doses were calculated using c(ervativ,
MechanisLic release ,-odels
nonmechanistic model-.
which occur
releases
in radiation
will result
There
the postulated accident.
several hours after
than those calcu
fore, actual doses will be less
lated using such conservative assumptions.

2)

Failure of these components could, at worst, cause
the failure of the MSIV leakage control system to
In th:.s case, radioa tive
function properly.
leakage past the MSTVs, wh:ich is expecteJ to be
minimal, will normally be contained by the main
steam piping out.ide drywell.
1S-1222AB,C,Dl

1.Heaters

a.

Resolution
for vaporization of main steam line
functic
These he-:ers
They
They are GL ural Electric Model 5A35W0.
leakage.
tunnel and must qualify for a
are locate_ in the stea
rad (40-year normal operating
total 6ose of 1.54 x 10
Qualification for pres
doSe plus 30-day accident dose).
Quali
not required.
sure, te-nier.:ture, ar i humidity
will
It
Electric.
General
be pursued with
wi
ficgeti.e
calculation
radiation
detailed
e itir be de .ermined by a more
that the doe. received by these components is significantly
these components
lower, -ossibly nonharsh, or alternatively,
be re
will
item
this
is intended that
It
may" be shiel ded.
outage.
refueling
soluved during the 1981

b.

Justification for Continued Operation
Cntinud
rea son s:

station

operation is justified for the following

1)

doses were calculated using conservative,
Radiati'n
models
Mechanistic release
no:nechanistic models.
occur
which
re!leases
radiation
in
will result
There
the postulated accident.
several hour. after
calcu
those
than
less
be
will
doses
actual
fore,
lated using such conservative assumptions.

2)

Failure of these components could, at worst, cause
of the MSIV leakage control system to
the failure
In this case, radi oac.tive
properly.
function
MSIVs, which is expected to be
leakage past tle
norm-lly be contained by the main steam
minimal, will
piping outsi6 . dry-.:11.
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12.

Exhaust Units
a.

lK-25A,E

Resolution
These motor-operated blowers exhaust main steam line
but were
They are Siemens Model 2CHB-041-IO,
leakage.
in the
localted
are
They
Electric.
General
by
supplied
dose of
reactor beilding and must qualify for a total
for pressure, temperature,
-:alification
rad.
2.74 x 10
Qualification will be
required.
and humidity is n.
It will either be deter
pursued with Gener 1 Electric.
the
that
calculation
mined by a more detiailed radiation
loer,
dose received by these crmponents is significantly
rnatively, these coraponents 1:y
posibly nonharsh, or al
item be resolved
this
intonded that
It is
be shielded.
during the 1981 refueling outage.

b.

Continue.d
reasons:

13.

Motor
a.

for Continued Operation

Justification
station

operation

is

justified

for the following

1)

Radiation doses were calculated using conservativ:e,
Mechanistic release models
non echnbistic models.
which occur
releases
radiation
will result
There
several hours after the postulated ac-2ident.
calcu
those
than
fore, actual doses will be less
lated using such conservative assumpt ionE.

2)

Failure of these components could, at wnr t, cause
the falure of the MSIV leakage control system to
In this case, radioactive
function properly.
leakage past the MSIVs, which is expected to be
normally be contained by thc main steam
minimal, will
piping outside drywell.

Control Center

1D41

Res.ution

This dc .. 'or control center supplies power to one train
It is an ITE-Imperial
y.-related equipment.
of safc
type motor control
(currently Gould-Brown Boveri) 9600 line
and must
6building
reactor
is located in t-e
It
center.
Qualification
rad.
10
x
2.74
of
dose
qualify for a total
not required.
for pressure, temperature, and hunidity is
Boveri.
Gould-Brown
with
pursued
be
will
Qu. 1ification
Alternativel;,
this
component may be shielded.
It
is
intended thzt this
item will be resolved durinq the 1981
refueling outagc.
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b.

Justification for Continued Operation
Continued station operation
reasons:

14.

is

justified

for the following

1)

Radiation doses were calculated using conservalive,
mo'els
Mechanistic release
nonmechanistic models.
which oz:cur several
releases
in radiation
result
will
Therefore,
the no;tulated accident.
hours after
than those calculated using
actu-al dloses will be less
su ' conservative assumDtions.

2)

This motor control center supplies the IIPC:I system,
with dc r wer.
valves-,
includin.a containmen. isolation
for
introduction
Refer to No>te 12 of the Appendix D
operat-ion
for continued
a discussion of justification
This discussion
with respect to the H2CI system.
not required for
is
that the HPC-I sv'tem
iites
quoted is for a
dose
The radio' ion
LOCA.
z: 77e
As such, t-o comp)onent is not likely
large LOCA.
to be exposed to the dose quoted.

Air CoolinC

Un its

IV-AC-11,1 2

RColution
.Te Westinghouse
The motor5 for these air cooling units
post-accident
provide
to
tunction
unal
These
7302.
Mofel
are located
s
uni'
T7ese
:..oms.
the
for
ooling
ro
dose of
qiualify for a to!
in the RER rooms an, mil
temperature,
_-lifi'ction for pre!-.
Qu
rad.
4.26 :10
be
will
Qualific
and hs idity is no- requir.d.
components
Alternatively, these
pursued with Westinghouse.
Thi?: item will be resolved as soon as
beshielded.
than June 30, 1982.
but no later
po:.ible,
b.

for Contw-id Operation

Justification
Continued
reasorns:
1)

station

operation

is

justified

for the following

Radiation doses were calculated using conservative,
Mechanistic release modls
models.
non7 cha-istic
which occur
releases
in r :'iation
res-;lt
wi]
Th ;-e
hours aft-<c the postulated accident.
sevtral
calcu
:Ihose
than
fore, actual doscs will b.; less
ons.
lated using -.- zch conservative assum,
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2)

Failure of the loom cooling unit wou:id, at worst,
in eleva.ted room temper_atures during emc
result
A study was recently complet,
conditions.
gency
to

evaluate

effect

the

of

loss

of

room

cooling

1.

study, which
of this
results
Th
the HPCI room.
conservatively analogous to te RH? corner rooms,
a1 F in
at
of apprc
a temperature rise
s
Under
ions.
ours using conservative assu
2
room an! environmenta- conditions, it is
r :alistic
the room tCmperat.:Le will remain
erpected that
near or below thc maximum design room temperature.
*e

3)

15.

Although each RHR corner room contains one cooling
unit, the corner rooms and their asso.' ated safety
trains.
related equipment provide redundant safety

Air Cooling Units 1V-AC-14'
a.

Re

-lutinc,

The motors for these air cooling units are Westinghouse
These units function to provide post-accident
Model 7302.
These items must qualify
room c oling for the HPCI rook.
Qualification for
rad.
for a total dose of 8.18 x 10
not required.
is;
humidity
pressure.. temperature, and
Alter
Westinghouse.
Qualification will be pursued with
item
This
shielded.
natively, these components may be
than
later
no
but
possible,
-e resolved as soon as
well
30, 1982.
J.
b.

Justification for Continued Operation
Continued station
reasons:

operation

is

justified for the following

1)

Justi-ication for continued operation with respect
IIPCI system is addressed in Note 12 to the
to th
Appendix D introduction.

2)

Justification for continued operation with respect
to the safety-related components in the HPCI room
other than the HPCI system is as follows:
a)

Radiation doses were calculated using conser
Mechanistic
vative, nonmechanistic mc.-,:ls.
releases
resulL in radiation
release models will
which occur several ho!urs after the postulated
Therefore, actual doses will be less
accident.
than those calculated using such conservative
assumptions.
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b)

would, at
of the room cooling units
in an elevated room temp ..ature
result
A study t .- recently
du- ing emergency conditions.
of room
of lo.
-ted to evaluate the effect
co:
of this
The result.
i the HPCI room.
y
c 3
co
ximately
of app
show a temperature rise
st
in 2 hours using conservative as .imptions.
13
Under realistic room and environmental conditions,
it is expected that the room temperature will
remain near or below the maximum design room
temperature.
Failure

wcrst,

c)

16.

The HPCI room cooling units are redundant and
would require failure of both units to affect
to control the room temperature.
the ability

Motor-Operated Valves
a.

Resolution
The following motor operators are Limitorque TypDe 7.MB
have
The m tors
wih dc motors manufactured by Peerless.
Class B insulation.
MO-1901

10-1909
MO-1937
MO-2202
MO-2239

MO-2316
MO-2318
MO-2321
MO-2322
MO-2401

M0-2247
MO-2300
MO-2311
MO-2312
MO-2315

M.- 2510
M(_ 2512
MC -2517
MO-2701
MO-4424

operators are located in various plant areas
These mtor
levels of temperature,
q~cualify for differing
an.3
Currently, the quali
humidity, and radiation.
pr eS-u7
incomplete.
ficatio': information for these items is
pursued with
be
will
Qualification for these components
be re
this
item will
It is intended that
Limitor1ue.
solved during the 1981 refueling outage.
L.

Justification for Continued Operation
Continued station
reasons:
1)

operation

is

justified for the following

Radiation doses were calculated using conservative,
models
Mechanistic release
nonmechanistic models.
occur
which
releases
will re.:-.ult in radiation
There
tbe po--:tulated accident.
several hours after
calculated
those
than
fore, actual doses will be less
using such conservative ass:umptions.

24

17.

2)

function in a very
Th se components complete their
exper::nce signi
not
will
short period of time and
conditions
environmental
ficant effects of increased
short time period.
in this

3)

These components undergo periodic
to verify ope::ability.

4)

Other Limitorque equipment similar in design (dc
to this
Class H insulation, at Class B insulation)
environ
for
qualified
been
ecuipmen_ has successfully
for
requirements
calculated
the
ments in exceszs of
this equipment.

5)

Limitorque has verbally stated that
are capable of successful qualification
environment.

functional

testing

these vaJ as
in the given

Flow Switches FIS-2111, 2131
a.

Resolut 'on
These floW switches are Barton Model 289 and are
6
dose -.f 3 x l,
for an integrated radiation
qualified
rzed (reference ITT Barton Report R3-288A-1 dated
letter to 1echtel dated June 10, 1
190 and B-rt,
.y
M
.Ly
in thg RHR rooms and must qual
are
.s
These it
for
Qualification
rad.
10
x
4.26
r
e
dv
for a to al
pressure, temperature, and humidity is not required.
-or shielded.
be replace
These flow switches will either
item will be reso-.ved during
this
It is intended that
the 1981 refueling outage.
-L:ated

b.

Justification

for Continued Operation

Cont;nued station operation is justified for the following
reascnS:
1)

Radiation doses were calculated using conservative,
models
Mechanistic release
nonmechzanistic mo-dels.
will result in radiation releases which occur
During
the postulated accident.
several hours after
redun
this time, acti.1 will be taken to shut down
dant systems beoond those needed for coolant
exposures
in radiation
injection. This will result
Also,
ly one of two redundant equi.-:nent trains.
to
1 doses will be loss than th. se calculated
ac:
Finally, if
SuL:7h conservative assumptions
usi,
rating equipment suffersdegradation due to
the
exposure, the shutdown redunidant system
radii .ion
During the time available after
be activated.
will
coolant
of core cooling, additional
stabilization
necessary,
if
be established,
paths will
injection
to ensure long-term cooling.

18.

2)

the oparation
Failure of the flow switch could affect
of core spray miniflow control valves MO-21,04 and
If the valve remains open longer than is
24.
Mcredaction in
wou.. be a slight
ed, the result
iinci
core spray system "lo- t, the rer'ctor vessel until
operatuir action is take; to -manually close the valve.
intended,
the valve remains closed longer than is
If
the valve
open
either
to
taken
b(
%:ill
action
.erator
c
or shut off the affected core spray pump.

3)

Autc;atic operation of miniflow bypass cont:)f the LPCI imm
startu:intended for initial
is already kri
Because it
after an accident.
to 70% of thqualified
t;at the switches ar
can b, expected to opel
integrated dose, thr
:ages o' an accident. .In
uh the initial
t
loger term, startup .nd shutdown of the core
system will. be pe'rforied manually under close
sup-ry..sion to ensure that. adequat,: flowpaths
a able.

Pressure
a.

is
..- atE..
30-day
.te
the
spray
operator
are

Switches PDIS-1971A,B

Resolution
These pressure switches are Barton Model
do:
1 radiation
for :n integrat
qual iie
t R3-288A-1 da.ITT 'arton Rep
ref.,a:ce
to Bech :1 datced June 10,
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TABLE III-1
MAXIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INSIDE THE DRYWELL
FOLLOWING THE POSTULATED LOCA/HELB

emperature
281F(1)

(1)

Pressure
62 psig(1)

Relative
Relative
Humidity

Containment

Gamma

Containment
Spray

Gamma
Radiation

Submergency
Elevation

30-M 2.3 x 107
rad

7441-0"

100%(2) Demin T51lized
water

1....

(2)FSAR Subsection 14.6.3.3.2
()Postulated
(3)
(4 )FSAR Appendix G, Subsection 7
(5 )FSAR Thble 14.10-3
By evaluation

(5)

TABLE 111-2
HELB ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL

Pressure
(maximum
psig)

Temperature
(maximum OF)

2orus
Downstream of
room
MO-2401
(reactor
building)

1.2

277

100

RHR room Upstream of
(reactor control valves
building) CV-1963 and
CV-2033

0.1

300

100

HPCI room Upstream of
HPCI turbine

1.5

300

100

RCIC room Upstream of
MO-2404

0.1

300

100

Steam
tunnel

Downstream of
1.8
control valves
CV-4413, CV-4416,
CV-4419, and
CV-4421

300

100

Turbine
Ouilding
elevation
757'-6"
inside
shield
wall

Upstream of
NOT EVALUATED BECAUSE NOT COMPARTMENTALIZED
control valves
CV-1, CV-2, CV-3,
and CV-4

Feedwater
pump room
(turbine
building)

Downstream of
NOT EVALUATED BECAUSE NOT COMPARTMENTALIZED
discharge of
reactor feed
water pumps
IP-lB and IP-lA

area

Location of
Pipe Break

Relative Humidity
(maximum %)

TABLE 111-3
POSTULATED LOCA RADIATION ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL

^rea

Source*

Integrated Dose Levels (rad)
30-Day
6-Month

Toru s

SP

4.76 x 10 7

6.94 x 107

RHR room (NW and SE
corner rooms, el 716'-9")

RL

4.26 x 106

6.07 x 106

8.18

x 106

8.82 x 106

hPCI room

.SL

RCIC room

SL

5.95 x 10 6

6.41 x 10 6

Northeast corner room
in reactor building at
el 735'-7-1/2"

CA

2.34 x 10 5

2.52 x 105

Steam tunnel

SL

1.36 x 107

1.47 x 107

Condenser room

SL

3.42 x 10 5

3.69 x 105

RSR valve room el 757'-6"

RL

4.60 x 106

6.55 x 106

Reactor building
el 757'-6" (CRD module
north and south)

RL

2.74 x 106

3.9 x 106

RWCO heat exchanger and
pump room, also chemical
waste sample tank

RL

0.74 x 106

1.06 x 10 6

Cleanup phase separator
room and cooling water
pump discharge

RL

0.74 x 106

1.06 x 106

MCC-lB34 and MCC-1D14,
and electrical blockout

SP

4.68 x 105

6.82 x 105

H&V control valve room

CA

3.21 x 10 5

3.46 x 105

*RL = Reactor liquid
CA = Containment airborne
SP = Suppression pool liquid
SL = Steam lines

TABLE III-4A
PANELS LOCATED IN A RADIATION HARSH ENVIRONMENT

Panels
IC-52

Reactor water cleanup system rack

IC-57

Recirculation pump IP-201 "A" instrument rack

IC-120

High-pressure coolant injection rack

IC-123

Core spray instrument rack, channel A

IC-124

Core spray

IC-129A,B

RHR instrument racks, channels A and B

instrument rack, channel B

TABLE III-4B
PANELS LOCATED IN A RADIATION HARSH ENVIRONMENT
WHICH CONTAIN COMPONENTS NEEDED TO FUNCTION POST-LOCA
Plant
Plant

Panel

System

Identification

Service

10-120

HPCI system

PS2215A,B,C,D

HPCI exhaust diaphragm
high pressure
HPCI exhaust high steam
pressure trip

PS2233A,B
10-123

IC-124

IC-129A

IC-129B

IC-120

Automatic depressuri
zation system

PS2107A,B

ADS permissive from
core spray pump A
discharge

Core spray system

FIS2111

Core spray pump A
miniflow control

Automatic depressuri
zation system

PS2127A,B

ADS permissive from
core spray .pump B
discharge

Core spray system

FIS2131

Core spray pump B
miniflow control

Automatic depressuri
zation system

PS2024A,B

ADS permissive from
RHR pump C discharge

PS2023A,B

ADS permissive from
RHR pump A discharge

PS1917A,B

ADS permissive from
RHR pump B discharge

PS1925A,B

ADS permissive from
RHR pump D discharge

PS2324

Signal to minimum
flow bypass line on
low flow

FS2310

HPCI pump discharge
low flow signal to
minimum flow bypass

Automatic depressuri
zation system

HPCI

system

TABLE III-4B

(continued)

Panel

System

Plant
Identification

!C-120

HPCI system

PS2304B

Turbine trip on low
HPCI pump suction
pressure

FT2309

HPCI pump discharge
flow signal to tur
bine speed control

PDT1947

RHR heat exchanger
service water inlet
differential pressure

PDT2046

RHR heat exchanger
service water inlet
differential pressure

(continued)

IC-129B

RHR system

Service
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APPENDIX A

The following appendix discusses the systems and components
required to mitigate the consequences of a high-energy line
break (HELB).
There are several systems which perform a support
role to the systems in the appendix and are therefore not dis
cussed with each example of a HELB.
A brief description of these
systems can be found at the end of this appendix.
The support
systems are:
1.

Residual Heat Removal Service Water System

2.

Emergency

3.

Standby AC Power

4.

DC Power Supply

5.

Engineered Safeguard Room HVAC

b.

Control Building HVAC

7.

Standby Diesel Generator Room HVAC

b.

Emergency

0.

River Intake

10.

Service Water System

Service Water Pump Room HVAC
Structure

Intake Structure-HVAC
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I.

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

iA.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN

1..

Control Rod Drive System

The main objective of the control rod drive (CRD) system is
to insert the control rods with sufficient speed to control
the overall reactor power level and to provide the principle
means of quickly and safely shutting down the reactor,
thereby preventing or limiting fuel barrier damage.
The CRD mechanisms which are a part of the CRD system are
hydraulically operated using processed condensate water as
hydraulic fluid. The drive mechanisms perform both .a posi
tioning and a scram function, with the latter overriding any
other signal. The CRD system consists of a number of CRD
mechanisms, a hydraulic power supply for the entire system,
and necessary instrumentation and controls.
Rapid insertion of the control rods, causing a quick and safe
shutdown of the reactor, can occur as a result of an abnormal
transient or accident such as a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
or a pipe break outside of containment (PBOC).
The scram is
actuated by deenergizing the two scram pilot valves (SV-1355
and SV-1856) and by energizing the pilot air header valve
solenoids (SV-1840A and B).
The scram discharge volume drain
and vent pilot valve solenoids (SV-1868 and SV-1869) are
normally energized and SV-1870 is normally deenergized. There
fore, SV-1870 will energize while SV-1868 and SV-1369 will
deenergize during a scram to isolate the scram discharge
volume drains and vents.
The initiation signals come from the
reactor protection system discussed below.
2.

Reactor Protection System
The reactor protection system initiates rapid shutdown (scram)
of the reactor in the event of system operation, transients,
or malfunctions which could threaten the integrity of the
fuel barriers and the nuclear system process barrier. The
reactor protection system limits the uncontrolled release of
radioactive material from the fuel and nuclear system process
barrier by terminating excessive temperature and pressure
increases in the system through the initiation of an automatic
scram.
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The reactor protection system includes the motor-generator
power supplies, sensors, relays, bypass circuitry, and switches
that cause rapid insertion of control rods to shut down the
reactor. The system logic, or group of components which
combine output signals to produce a decision, consists of two
trip systems, each containing three logics. Two of the logics
are used for automatic trip signals, while the remaining
logic is used for a manual trip signal. Two channels are
required for each monitored variable to provide independent
inputs to the logics of one trip system. To produce a scram,
the actuator logics of both trip systems must be tripped.
The following input parameters will cause a trip in the
reactor protection system, therefore causing a scram following
a LOCA or PBOC.
a.

Reactor Vessel Low Water Level
Low water level in the reactor vessel indicates that the
reactor is in danger of being inadequately cooled.
Should the water level decrease too far, fuel damage
could result as steam forms around the fuel rods. A
reactor scram protects the fuel by reducing the fission
heat generation within the core. Reactor vessel low
water level signals are initiated from indicating type
differential pressure switches (LIS-4592A, B, C, and D)
which sense the difference between the pressure due to
a reference column of water and the pressure due to the
actual water level in the vessel.

b.

Primary Containment High Pressure
High pressure inside the primary containment could indi
cate a break in the nuclear system process barrier. A
scram occurs in this case to minimize the possibility
of fuel damage and to reduce the addition of energy from
the core to the coolant. Primary containment pressure
is monitored by four nonindicating pressure switches
which are mounted on instrument racks inside the reactor
building, but outside of the drywell (PS-4315A, B, C,
and D).

c.

Turbine First-Stage Pressure
The turbine first-stage pressure is an indication of the
load on the generator. It is monitored by four pressure
switches (PS-1005A, B, C, and D).
Any time the pressure
indicates that the load is greater than 30% rated power
and the turbine stop valves close, reactor scram is
initiated.
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B.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

1.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
The safety objective of this system is to provide protection
against the onset and consequences of accidents involving
the gross release of radioactive materials from the fuel and
nuclear system process barriers. The primary containment
isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system initiates
automatic isolation of appropriate lines which penetrate
the primary containment whenever monitored variables exceed
preselected operational limits. For gross breaches in the
nuclear system process barrier inside the primary containment,
the primary containment isolation and nuclear steam supply
shutoff system acts to close off release routes through the
primary containment barrier.
The main steam line isolation valves automatically close on
initiating signals from the following parameters:
a.

Reactor Vessel Low and Low-Low Water Levels
A low water level in the reactor could indicate that
either reactor coolant is being lost through a breach
in the nuclear system process barrier or that the
normal supply of reactor feedwater has been lost and
that the core is in danger of overheating. Reactor
vessel low water level initiates the closure of two
sets of valves. One set is intended to isolate a
break in any of the lines in which the valves are open
or conserve reactor coolant by closing off process
lines. The other set of valves is intended to prevent
the release of radioactive materials from the primary
containment through process lines. The first reactor
vessel low water level setting initiates isolation at
the earliest indication of a possible breach in the
nuclear system process barrier. The second and lower
of the reactor vessel low water level (low-low) iso
lation .settings was selected low enough to allow the
removal of heat from the reactor for a predetermined
time following a scram, and high enough to complete
isolation in time for the operation of reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) and high-pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) systems to take place. The signals
are initiated from four indicating type differential
pressure switches which sense the difference between
the pressure due to a constant reference column of
water and the pressure due to the actual water level
in the vessel (for low level LIS-4592A, B, C, and D and
for low-low level LIS-4535, LIS-4536, LIS-4537, and
LIS-4538).
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b.

Main Steam Line High Flow
Main steam line high flow could indicate a break in a
main steam line. Upon detection of main steam line
high flow, the main steam lines are isolated. High
flow is sensed by four indicating type differential
pressure switches which sense the pressure difference
across the flow restrictor in that line (PDIS-4432A,
B, C, and D; PDIS-4434A, B, C, and D; PDIS-4436A, B,
C, and D; and PDIS-4438A, B, C, and D).

c.

Primary Containment (Drywell) High Pressure
High pressure in the drywell could indicate a breach
of the nuclear system process barrier inside the dry
well. The automatic closure of various containment
isolation valves prevents the release of significant
amounts of radioactive material from the primary
containment. The primary containment pressure is
monitored by four nonindicating pressure switches
which are mounted on instrument racks outside the
drywell (PS-4315A, B, C, and D).

(-.

REACTOR CORE COOLING

1.

High-Pressure Coolant Injection
The HPCI system is provided to ensure that the reactor is
adequately cooled to limit fuel cladding temperature in the
event of a small break in the nuclear system and a loss of
coolant which does not result in rapid depressurization of
the reactor. This allows the reactor to be shut down, while
maintaining sufficient reactor vessel water inventory, until
the reactor vessel pressure is below the pressure at which
either low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) operation or
core spray system operation maintains cooling. The HPCI
system will cease operation at this time.
Initiation signals
for the HPCI system consist of low reactor vessel water level
or high drywell pressure. Only dc power from the plant
batteries and steam extracted from the nuclear system are
required for the startup of the HPCI system.
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2.

Automatic Depressurization System
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) provides auto
matic nuclear system depressurization for small breaks so
low-pressure coolant injection and the core spray system
can operate. The relief capacity of the ADS is based on
the time required after its initiation to depressurize
the nuclear system enough for the low-pressure injection
system and the core spray system to begin operation. The
ADS uses four of the nuclear system pressure relief valves
(PSV-4400, PSV-4402, PSV-4405, and PSV-4406) to relieve
the high-pressure steam to the suppression pool. The
pressure relief valves open automatically upon coincident
signals from reactor vessel low water level, primary con
tainment (drywell) high pressure, and discharge pressure
indication of any low-pressure cooling system (for core
spray PS-2127A and B and PS-2107A and B, for low-pressure
coolant injection PS-2023A and B, PS-2024A and B, PS-1917A
and B, and PS-1925A and B), but only after a 2-minute delay.
The delay provides time for the operator to cancel the auto
depressurization signal if control room information indicates
that the signal is false or is not needed.

3.

Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
In case of low water level in the reactor or high pressure
in the containment drywell, the LPCI system pumps (IP-229A,
B, C, and D) deliver water into the reactor vessel in time
to flood the core and limit fuel cladding temperature. The
same signals start the core spray system (see below), which
operates independently to achieve the same objective. The
.
LPCI system works in conjunction with the HPCI system.
While the reactor vessel pressure is high, the LPCI system
is maintained on torus recirculation and the HPCI system
operates until the pressure drops to a specified level.
Then the LPCI system takes over to ensure adequate cooling.

4.

Core Spray

The core spray system consists of two independent cooling
loops to provide a redundant means for the removal of decay
heat from the reactor core following the postulated LOCA.
This prevents the fuel cladding from reaching temperatures
that may cause damage to the fuel. The protection also
extends to small breaks in which the HPCI system is unable
to maintain the reactor vessel water level and the automatic
depressurization system has operated, lowering the reactor
vessel pressure (see Sections I.A.2.a. and I.A.2.b).
Actu
ation of the core spray system results from low water level
in the reactor vessel or high drywell pressure. The core
spray system automatically sprays water onto the top of the
fuel assemblies when the pressure in the reactor vessel is
low enough. Until that time the core spray system is on
recirculation.
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D.

CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

1.

Containment Spray
The containment spray system provides an alternative method
of reducing containment pressure following a loss-of-coolant
accident. The water pumped through the residual heat removal
system heat exchangers may be diverted by two spray headers
in the drywell and one above the suppression pool. The spray
headers in the drywell condense any steam that may exist in
the drywell, thereby decreasing the containment pressure.
The spray collects in the bottom of the drywell until the
water level rises to the level of the pressure suppression
vent lines, where it overflows and drains back to the sup
pression pool. A small percentage of this water may be
directed to the suppression chamber spray ring to cool any
noncondensible gases collected in the free volume above the
suppression pool. The spray headers cannot be placed in
operation unless the core cooling requirements of the low
pressure coolant injection system have been satisfied. These
requirements may be bypassed by the operator using a keylock
switch in the control room. The containment spray system is
initiated by two indicating type level switches (LITS-4565,
LITS-4566).
The signal from these switches opens the valves
in the containment spray line (MO-1902, MO-1903, MO-2000,
and MO-2001).

E.

PREVENTION OF RELEASE OF.RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

1.

Standby Gas Treatment
The primary function of the standby gas treatment system is
to limit the release of radioactive materials to the environ
ment. The standby gas treatment system consists of two
identical parallel full-capacity air filtration assemblies.
With the reactor building isolated, each of the trains has
the necessary capacity to hold the building at a subatmos
pheric pressure of 0.25 inches of water. The system will
start automatically upon receipt of high drywell pressure
or low reactor water level signals (see Sections I.A.2.a
and I.A.2.b). The system can also be manually started from
the control room. Upon receipt of any of the isolation
signals, both trains start by opening the standby gas treat
ment isolation dampers (AV-5825A and B with valve operators
SV-5825A and B) and drawing air from the isolated reactor
building. After the air is pulled through the filters, it
is discharged to the off gas stack by the standby gas treat
ment fans (IV-EF-15A and B).
The system is powered from
emergency service portions of the auxiliary power distribution
system. Drywell and torus purge exhaust can also be directed
to the standby gas treatment system for processing.
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The standby gas treatment system and the off gas system
exhaust to the 100-meter off gas stack, which ensures an
elevated release and decreases the radiation dose at ground
level. The gases are drawn through the off gas stack by two
fans (IV-EF-18A and B), both of which receive essential
power. One of these fans is always in operation.
L.

Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Leakage Control
The main steam line isolation valve leakage control system
(MSIV-LCS) is operated only after a design basis LOCA and
is initiated by manual operation. The MSIV-LCS cannot be
activated during normal reactor operation and has a functional
test capability. The MSIV-LCS is designed to minimize the
fission products which could bypass the standby gas treatment
system after a LOCA. This is accomplished by directing the
leakage through the closed main steam isolation valves to a
bleed line into the standby gas treatment system duct. The
flow is effected using two small blowers to establish the
pressure between main steam isolation valves negative with
respect to the atmosphere. Therefore, leakages through the
MSIV will be processed by the standby gas treatment system
prior to release to the atmosphere. The system is designed
so that a flow limiter setpoint can be changed, subject to
the allowable permissible dose. A leakage rate from a main
steam line in excess of the setpoint initiates isolation of
the subsystem associated with that main steam line. The
high-temperature leakage flow is mixed with air at a lower
temperature in order to reduce the temperature of the flow
passing to standby gas treatment. The MSIV-LCS can be
actuated 10 minutes after LOCA and after the 35-psig pressure
permissive interlocks are cleared. A pressure sensor is
used for interlock control to prevent any accidental actua
tion of the system during normal reactor operation (PS-8404A,
B, C, and D).

3.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
a.

Reactor Building Ventilation Exhaust High Radiation
High radiation in the reactor building ventilation
exhaust could indicate a breach of the nuclear system
process barrier inside the primary containment, which
could result in increased airborne radioactivity levels
in the primary containment exhaust to the secondary
containment. The reactor building ventilation exhaust
radiation is monitored by two sets of reactor building
ventilation exhaust monitors (RIM-7606A and B).
The
high-radiation signal is sent to the primary contain
ment isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system
to initiate closure of the various primary containment
purge and exhaust paths. This closes off release routes
for radioactive material from the primary containment
into the secondary containment.
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b.
4.

See Section I.B for other trips which isolate the primary
containment, therefore retaining radioactive material.

Containment Atmosphere Control
Following a LOCA, hydrogen gas could be generated inside the
primary containment from a chemical reaction between the fuel
rod cladding and steam. Both hydrogen and oxygen would also
be generated due to a radiolytic decomposition of recirculating
coolant. The hydrogen and oxygen could react in such a way
as to overpressurize the primary containment and lead to
failure of the containment to maintain low leakage integrity.
The following systems have been supplied to control the con
centration of hydrogen and oxygen following an accident.
a.

Containment Atmosphere Dilution
The containment atmosphere dilution (CAD) system uses
nitrogen gas as a dilutant to satisfy the requirement
for an oxygen deficient containment atmosphere during
the post-LOCA period. This would be accomplished by
addition of nitrogen gas to the primary containment.
As the nitrogen is added, the containment pressure will
increase until the peak limit of 30 psig is reached.

b.

Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System
Two redundant hydrogen and oxygen analyzer systems
(AN-8282A and B; AN-8181A and B, respectively) will
monitor the concentration of these gases in the primary
containment. Instrumentation and sampling stations
provide the reactor operators with the necessary infor
mation as to radioactivity levels, the radioisotopes,
and the hydrogen and oxygen concentrations to ensure
that venting operations will be carried out safely.
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II.

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK OUTSIDE THE DRYWELL

A.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN
Control Rod Drive System
The main objective of the control rod drive (CRD) system is
to insert the control rods with sufficient speed to control
the overall reactor power level and to provide the principle
means of quickly and safely shutting down the reactor,
thereby preventing or limiting fuel barrier damage.
The CRD mechanisms which are a part of the CRD system are
hydraulically operated using processed condensate water as
The drive mechanisms perform both a posi
hydraulic fluid.
tioning and a scram function, with the latter overriding any
other signal. The CRD system consists of a number of CRD
mechanisms, a hydraulic power supply for the entire system,
and necessary instrumentation and controls.
Rapid insertion of the control rods, causing a quick and safe
shutdown of the reactor, can occur as a result of an abnormal
transient or accident such as a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
The scram is
or a pipe break outside of containment (PBOC).
(SV-1855
valves
actuated by deenergizing the two scram pilot
valve
header
and SV-1856) and by energizing the pilot air
The scram dishcarge volume drain
solenoids (SV-1840A and B).
and vent pilot valve solenoids (SV-1868 and SV-1869) are
normally energized and SV-1870 is normally deenergized.
Therefore, SV-1870 will energize while SV-1868 and SV-1869
will deenergize during a scram to isolate the scram discharge
volume drains and vents. The initiation signals come from
the reactor protection system discussed below.

2.

Reactor Protection System
The reactor protection system initiates rapid shutdown (scram)
of the reactor in the event of system operation, transients,
or malfunctions which could threaten the integrity of the fuel
barriers and the nuclear system process barrier. The reactor
protection system limits the uncontrolled release of radio
active material from the fuel and nuclear system process barrier
by terminating excessive temperature and pressure increases
through the initiation of an automatic scram.
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The reactor protection system includes the motor-generator
power supplies, sensors, relays, bypass circuitry, and
switches that cause rapid insertion of control rods to shut
down the reactor. The logic consists of two trip systems,
each containing three logics. Two of the logics are used
for automatic trip signals, while the remaining logic is
used for a manual trip signal. Two channels are required
for each monitored variable to provide independent inputs
to the logics of one trip system. To produce a scram, the
actuator logics of both trip systems must be tripped.
The following input parameters will cause a trip in the
reactor protection system, therefore causing a scram following
a LOCA or PBOC.
a.

Reactor Vessel Low Water Level
Low water level in the reactor vessel indicates that
the reactor is in danger of being inadequately cooled.
Should the water level decrease too far, fuel damage
A
could result as steam forms around the fuel rods.
reactor scram protects the fuel by reducing the fission
heat generation within the core. Reactor vessel low
water level signals are initiated from indicating type
differential pressure switches (LIS-4592A, B, C, and D)
which sense the difference between the pressure due to
a reference column of water and the pressure due to
the actual water level in the vessel.

b.

Turbine First-Stage Pressure
The turbine first-stage pressure is an indication of the
load on the generator. It is monitored by four pressure
Any time the pressure
switches (PS-1005A, B, C, and D).
indicates that load is greater than 30% rated power and
the turbine stop valves close, reactor scram is initiated.

c.

Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure Scram
The main steam line isolation valve closure scram is
provided to limit the release of fission products from
the nuclear system. The main steam line isolation
valves are automatically closed upon conditions indi
cative of a steam line break. The valve stem position
switches (ZS-4412, ZS-4413, ZS-4415, ZS-4416, ZS-4418,
ZS-4419, ZS-4420, and ZS-4421) supply input to the
reactor protection system. If the reactor is not
shut down and the isolation of three or four steam
lines occurs, a reactor scram will be initiated.
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B.
1.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION
Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
The safety objective of this system is to provide protection
against the onset and consequences of accidents involving the
gross release of radioactive materials from the fuel and
nuclear system process barriers. The primary containment
isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system initiates
automatic isolation of appropriate lines which penetrate the
primary containment whenever monitored variables exceed pre
selected operational limits. For gross breaches in the
nuclear system process barrier inside the primary containment,
the primary containment isolation and nuclear steam supply
shutoff system acts to close off release routes through the
primary containment barrier.
The main steam line isolation valves automatically close on
initiating signals from the following parameters:
a.

Reactor Vessel Low and Low-Low Water Levels
A low water level in the reactor could indicate that
either reactor coolant is being lost through a breach
in the nuclear system process barrier or that the normal
supply of reactor feedwater has been lost and that the
core is in danger of overheating. Reactor vessel low
water level initiates the closure of two sets of valves.
One set is intended to isolate a break in any of the
lines in which the valves are open or by closing off
process lines. The other set of valves is intended to
prevent the release of radioactive materials from the
primary containment through process lines. The first
reactor vessel low water level setting initiates isolation
at the earliest indication of a possible breach in the
nuclear system process barrier. The second and lower of
the reactor vessel low water level (low-low) isolation
settings was selected low enough to allow the removal of
heat from the reactor for a predetermined time following
a scram, and high enough to complete isolation in time
for the operation of reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
and high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) systems to take
place. The signals are initiated from four indicating
type differential pressure switches which sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant reference
column of water and the pressure due to the actual.water
level in the vessel (for low level LIS-4592A,B,C, and D
and for low-low level LIS-4535, LIS-4536, LIS-4537,
and LIS-4538).
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b.

Main Steam Line High

Flow

Main steam line high flow could indicate a break in a
main steam line.
Upon detection of main steam line high
flow, the main steam lines are isolated.
High flow is
sensed by four indicating type differential pressure
switches which sense the pressure difference across the
flow restrictor in that line (PDIS-4432A, B, C, and D;
PDIS-4434A, B, C, and D; PDIS-4436A, B, C, and D; and
PDIS-4438A, B, C, and D).
c.

Main Steam Line Tunnel High Temperature
High temperature in the space in which the main steam
lines are located outside of the primary containment
could indicate a breach in the main steam line, HPCI
steam line, or RCIC steam line.
The four main steam
lines are isolated to prevent excessive loss of reactor
coolant and the release of significant amounts of radio
active material from the nuclear system process barrier.
This high temperature is detected by 16 resistance
temperature detectors (RTDs) located along the main
steam line in the steam tunnel (TE-4443A, B, C, and D;
TE-4444A, B, C, and D; TE-4445A, B, C, and D; and
TE-4446A, B, C, and D).
In addition, eight RTDs are
located in the vicinity of the main steam lines outside
the main steam tunnel.
Four are located near the turbine
stop valves (TE-4477A, TE-4478A, TE-4479A, and TE-4480A)
and the other four are located near the steam tunnel
(TE-4477B, TE-4478B, TE-4479B, and TE-4480B).
The RTDs
sense main steam line tunnel ambient temperatures and
feed remotely located temperature transmitters, indi
cators, and electronic switches.
The main steam lines
are isolated on high ambient temperature in the main
steam tunnel or high ambient temperature in the turbine
building in the vicinity of the main steam lines.

C.

REACTOR CORE COOLING

1.

High-Pressure Coolant Injection

*

The HPCI system is provided to ensure that the reactor is
adequately cooled to limit fuel cladding temperature in the
event of a small break in the nuclear system and a loss of
coolant which does not result in rapid depressurization of
the reactor.
This allows the nuclear plant to be shut down,
while maintaining sufficient reactor vessel water inventory,
until the reactor vessel pressure is below the pressure at
which either low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) operation
or core spray system operation maintains cooling, the HPCI
system will cease operation.
Initiation signals for the
high drywell pressure.
Only dc power from the plant batteries
and steam extracted from the nuclear system are required for
the startup of the HPCI system.
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2.

Automatic Depressurization System
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) provides auto
matic nuclear system depressurization for small breaks so
low-pressure coolant injection and the core spray system
can operate. The relief capacity of the ADS is based on
the time required after its initiation to depressurize the
nuclear system enough for the low-pressure injection system
and the core spray system to begin operation. The ADS uses
four of the nuclear system pressure relief valves (PSV-4400,
PSV-4402, PSV-4405, and PSV-4406) to relieve the high-pressure
steam to the suppression pool. The pressure relief valves
open automatically upon coincident signals from reactor
vessel low water level, primary containment (drywell) high
pressure, and discharge pressure indication of any low
pressure cooling system (for core spray PS-2127.A and B and
PS-2107A and B, for low-pressure coolant injection PS-2023A
and B, PS-2024A and B, PS-1917A and B, and PS-1925A and B),
but only after a 2-minute delay. The delay provides time
for the operator to cancel the auto depressurization signal
if control room information indicates that the signal is
false or is not needed.

3.

Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
In case of low water level in the reactor or high pressure in
the containment drywell, the LPCI system pumps water into the
reactor vessel in time to flood the core and limit fuel cladding
temperature. The same signals start the core spray system,
which operates independently to achieve the same objective.
The LPCI system works in conjunction with the HPCI system.
While the reactor vessel pressure is high, the HPCI system
operates until the pressure drops to a specified level. Then
the LPCI system takes over until the vessel is two-thirds full.

4.

Core Spray
The core spray system consists of two independent cooling
loops to provide a redundant means for the removal of decay
heat from the reactor core following the postulated design
basis LOCA. This prevents the fuel cladding from reaching
temperatures that may cause damage to the fuel. The protection
also extends to small breaks in which the CRD water pumps,
the RCIC system, and the HPCI system are all unable to main
tain the reactor vessel water level and the automatic depres
surization system has operated, lowering the reactor vessel
pressure. Actuation of the core spray system results from
low water level in the reactor vessel or high drywell pressure.
The core spray system automatically sprays water onto the
top of the fuel assemblies when the pressure in the reactor
vessel is low enough.
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D. CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL
This is not applicable in the case where a steam line break occurs
outside the drywell.
E.

PREVENTION OF RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

1.

Standby Gas Treatment
The primary function of the standby gas treatment system is to
limit the release of radioactive materials to the environment.
The standby gas treatment system consists of two identical
parallel full-capacity air filtration assemblies.
With the
reactor building isolated, each of the trains has the necessary
capacity to hold the building at a subatmospheric pressure of
0.25 inches of water. The system will start automatically
upon a high radiation signal from the operating (refueling)
floor ventilation exhaust duct monitor (RIM-7606A and B) or
upon receipt of high drywell pressure or low reactor water
level signals.
The system can also be manually started from
the control room. Upon receipt of any of the isolation signals,
both trains start by opening the standby gas treatment
isolation dampers and drawing air from the isolated reactor
.building.
After the air is pulled through the filters, it
is discharged to the off gas stack.
The system is powered
from independant emergency service portions of the auxiliary
power distribution system.
Drywell and torus purge exhaust
can also be directed to the standby gas treatment system for
processing.
The standby gas treatment system and the off gas system
exhaust.to the 100-meter off gas stack, which ensures an
elevated release and decreases the radiation dose at ground
level.
The gases are drawn through the off gas stack by two
fans (IV-EF-18A and B), both of which receive essential power.
One of these fans is always in operation.

2.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
This section was discussed in Section II.B.l.
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III. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING STEAM LINE BREAK
A.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN

When discussing reactor shutdown due to a reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) steam line break, two factors must be considered.
These are the location and severity of the break. In all cases,
the only break considered will be a complete line break because
this is the most severe.
The two locations considered include
inside the drywell and outside the drywell.
1.

If a complete break of the RCIC steam line were to occur in
the drywell, the reactor may or may not be tripped depending
on location and severity of the break. Should a RCIC steam
line break be severe enough to cause the high drywell pres
sure or low reactor vessel level setpoints to be reached,
the reactor will be tripped by the signals discussed in
Section I.A of this appendix.

2.

If a complete break of the RCIC steam line were to occur out
side of the drywell downstream of the outboard isolation
valve, the line would be automatically isolated. If the line
is isolated before the reactor is tripped, there will be no
shutdown of the reactor. If a reactor trip occurs before the
steam line is isolated, the trip will be initiated by a low
reactor water level. A description of this trip can be found
in Section I.A.2.a of this appendix.

6.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

1.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
The safety objective of this system is to provide protection
against the onset and consequences of accidents involving the
gross release of radioactive materials from the fuel and
nuclear system process barriers. The primary containment
isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system initiates
automatic isolation of appropriate lines which penetrate the
primary containment whenever monitored variables exceed pre
selected operational limits.
For gross breaches in the nuclear
system process barrier inside the primary containment, the
primary containment isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff
system acts to close off release routes through the primary
containment barrier.
When any one of the following conditions is sensed, an alarm
is actuated in the main control room and the RCIC steam line
isolation valves are automatically closed.
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a.

RCIC Equipment Room and Suppression Pool Area High
Ambient Temperature and High Differential Temperature
High ambient or differential temperature in the RCIC
equipment room or in the suppression pool area could
indicate a break in the RCIC steam line. The RCIC
steam line valves automatically close to prevent the
excessive loss of reactor coolant and the release of
significant amounts of radioactive material from the
nuclear system process barrier. High differential
temperature in the RCIC equipment room inlet/outlet
ventilation ducts is sensed by two differential tem
High ambient
perature switches (TDS-2445A and B).
temperature is also sensed at the standby cooler by
two temperature switches (TS-2450A and B).
Each switch
is arranged in separate channels.
One channel for the
ventilation ducts and one channel for the standby
cooler form a trip system. A trip of either channel
will initiate an alarm in the control room and auto
matically isolate the RCIC steam line. High ambient
temperature in the suppression pool area is sensed by
four temperature elements with four temperature switches
(TE-2526A, B, C, and D; TS-2526A, B, C, and D).
Vent
air inlet and outlet temperature elements having a
differential temperature switch (TE-2522A, B, C,
and D; TE-2523A, B, C, and D; TDS-2521A, B, C, and D).
Each switch is arranged as one channel. A trip from
any channel will initiate a timer and an alarm in the
main control room. The RCIC steam line is automati
cally isolated when the timer runs out, unless the trip
signal is removed before the timer runs out (KS-2524A
and B).

b.

RCIC Turbine High Steam Flow
RCIC turbine high steam flow could indicate a large
break in the RCIC turbine steam line. The automatic
closure of the RCIC steam line valves prevents the
excessive loss of reactor coolant and the release of
significant amounts of radioactive materials from the
nuclear system process barrier. High flow in the RCIC
turbine steam line is sensed by two differential pres
sure switches (PDIS-2441 and PDIS-2442), each of which
monitors the differential pressure across an elbow
installed in the RCIC turbine steam supply line. The
tripping of either switch initiates isolation of the
RCIC turbine steam line.
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C.

RCIC Turbine Steam Line Low Pressure
Low pressure in the RCIC steam line could indicate a
break in the RCIC steam line. The steam line low pres
sure isolation function is provided so that in the
event that a gross rupture of the RCIC steam line
occurred upstream from the high flow sensing location,
eliminating high flow indication, isolation would be
effected. Low pressure in the RCIC turbine steam line
is sensed by four pressure switches from the RCIC
turbine steam line upstream of the isolation valves
(PS-2443 A, B, C, and D).
The switches are arranged
as two trip systems, both of which must trip to initiate
isolation of the RCIC turbine steam line. Each trip
system receives input from two pressure switches, either
one of which can trip the system.

C.

REACTOR CORE COOLING

If, after a RCIC steam line break, the reactor does not trip for
the reasons discussed in Section III.A.2, there may be no need
tor the reactor core cooling systems to operate because normal
teedwater will be maintained. If the reactor does trip for any
reason, then the core standby cooling must function to keep the
core from overheating. This cooling must take place without the
aid of RCIC.
If for any reason, the RCIC system is incapable of supplying suf
ticient flow for core cooling, the core standby cooling systems
are actuated. They include the following:
1.

High-Pressure Coolant Injection
The HPCI system is provided to ensure that the reactor is
adequately cooled to limit fuel cladding temperatures in the
event of a small break in the nuclear system and a loss of
coolant which does not result in rapid depressurization of
the reactor. This allows the reactor to be shut down, while
maintaining sufficient reactor vessel water inventory, until
the reactor vessel pressure is below the pressure at which
either low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) operation or
core spray system operation maintains cooling. The HPCI
system will cease operation at this time.
Initiation signals
for the HPCI system consist of low reactor vessel water level
or high drywell pressure. Only dc power from the plant
batteries and steam extracted from the nuclear system are
required for the startup and operation of the HPCI system.
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2.

Automatic Depressurization System
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) provides auto
matic nuclear system depressurization for small breaks so
low-pressure coolant injection and the core spray system
can operate. The relief capacity of the ADS is based on the
time required after its initiation to depressurize the
nuclear system enough for the low-pressure injection system
and the core spray system to begin operation. The ADS uses
four of the nuclear system pressure relief valves (PSV-4400,
PSV-4402, PSV-4405, and PSV-4406) to relieve the high
pressure steam to the suppression pool. The pressure relief
valves open automatically upon coincident signals from
reactor vessel low water level, primary containment (drywell)
high pressure, and discharge pressure indication of any low
pressure cooling system (for core spray PS-2127A and B and
PS-2107A and B, for low-pressure coolant injection PS-2023A
and B, PS-2024A and B, PS-1917A and B, and PS-1925A and B),
but only after a 2-minute delay. The delay provides time for
the operator to cancel the auto depressurization signal if
control room information indicates that the signal is false
or is not needed.

3.

Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
In case of low water level in the reactor or high pressure
in the containment drywell, the LPCI system pumps (IP-229A,
B, C, and D) deliver water into the reactor vessel in time
to flood the core and limit fuel cladding temperature. The
same signals start the core spray system (see below), which
operates independently to achieve the same objective. The
LPCI system works in conjunction with the HPCI system. When
the reactor vessel pressure is high, the HPCI system operates
until the pressure drops to a specified level.
Then the LPCI
system takes over to ensure adequate cooling.

4.

Core Spray
The core spray system consists of two independent cooling
loops to provide a redundant means for the removal of decay
heat from the reactor core following the postulated LOCA.
This prevents the fuel cladding from reaching temperatures
.
that may cause damage to the fuel. The protection also
extends to small breaks in which the RCIC system and the HPCI
system are both unable to maintain the reactor vessel water
level and the automatic depressurization system has operated,
lowering the reactor vessel pressure (see Sections I.A.2.a
and I.A.2.b).
Actuation of the core spray system results
from low water level in the reactor vessel or high drywell
pressure. The core spray system sprays water onto the top
of the fuel assemblies when the pressure in the reactor
vessel has decreased below pump shutoff head.
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D.

CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

This is

not applicable

in

the case of a RCIC steam line break.

L*

PREVENTION OF RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

1.

Standby Gas Treatment
The primary function of the standby gas treatment system is
to limit the release of radioactive materials to the environ
ment. The standby gas treatment system consists of two
identical parallel full-capacity air filtration assemblies.
With the reactor building isolated, each of the trains has
the necessary capacity to hold the building at a subatmospheric
pressure of 0.25 inch of water. The system will start auto
matically upon receipt of high drywell pressure or low reactor
water level signals (see Sections I.A.2.a and I.A.2.b).
The
system can also be manually started from the control room.
Upon receipt of any of the isolation signals, both trains
start by opening the standby gas treatment isolation dampers
(AV-5825A and B with valve operators SV-5325A and B) and
drawing air from the isolated reactor building.
After the
air is pulled through the filters, it is discharged to the off
gas stack by the standby gas treatment fans (IV-EF-15A and B).
The system is powered from independant emergency service
portions of the auxiliary power distribution system. Drywell
and torus purge exhaust can also be directed to the standby
gas treatment system for processing.
The standby gas treatment system and the off gas system
exhaust to the 100-meter off gas stack, which ensures an
elevated release and decreases the radiation dose at ground
level.
The gases are drawn through the off gas stack by two
fans (IV-EF-18A and B), both of which receive essential power.
One of these fans is always in operation.

*

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
This section was discussed in Section III.B.
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IV.

HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION STEAM LINE BREAK

A.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN

When discussing reactor shutdown due to a high-pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) steam line break, two factors must be considered.
Those factors are the location and severity of the break. The
breaks considered will be a complete break either inside or out
side the drywell.
1.

If a complete break of the HPCI steam line were to occur in
the drywell, the reactor may or may not be tripped depending
on the location and severity of the break. Should a HPCI
steam line break be severe enough to cause the high drywell
pressure or low reactor vessel level setpoints to be reached,
the reactor will be tripped by the signals discussed in
Section I.A of this appendix.

2.

If a complete break of the HPCI steam line were to occur out
.side of the drywell downstream of the outboard isolation
valve, the line would automatically isolate.
If the line is
isolated before the reactor is tripped, there will be no shut
down of the reactor. If the reactor does trip before the
steam line is isolated, the trip will be initiated by low
reactor water level. A description of this trip can be found
in Section I.A.2.a of this appendix.

b.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

1.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
The safety objective of this system is to provide protection
against the onset and consequences of accidents involving the
gross release of radioactive materials from the fuel and
nuclear system process barriers. The primary containment
isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system initiates
automatic isolation of appropriate lines which penetrate the
primary containment whenever monitored variables exceed pre
selected operational limits. For gross breaches in the nuc
lear system process barrier inside the primary containment,
the primary containment isolation and nuclear steam supply
shutoff system acts to close off release routes through the
primary containment barrier.
When any one of the following alarm conditions is sensed, an
alarm is actuated in the main control room and the HPCI
steam line isolation valves are closed.
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a.

HPCI Equipment Room and Suppression Pool Area High
Ambient Temperature and High Differential Temperature
High ambient or differential temperature in the HPCI
equipment room or in the suppression pool area could
indicate a break in the HPCI system turbine steam line.
The automatic closure of the HPCI steam line valves
prevents the excessive loss of reactor coolant and the
release of significant amounts of radioactive material
from the nuclear system process barrier.
High differ
ential temperature between the HPCI equipment room
inlet/outlet ventilation ducts is sensed by two differ
ential temperature switches (TDS-2260A and B).
High
ambient temperature is also sensed at the standby
cooler by two temperature switches (TS-2261A and B).
High ambient temperature in the suppression pool area
is sensed by four temperature switches (TE-2526A, B,
C, and D; TS-2526A, B, C, and D).
Vent air inlet and
outlet high differential temperatures in the suppression
pool area are sensed by eight temperature elements.
Each set of inlet and outlet temperature elements has
a differential temperature switch (TE-2522A, B, C,
and D; TE-2523A, B, C, and D; TDS-2521A, B, C, and D).
Each switch is arranged as one channel.- A trip from
any channel will initiate a timer (KS-2525A and B) and
an alarm in the main control room.
The HPCI steam line
is isolated when the timer runs out unless the trip
signal is removed before the timer runs out.

b.

HPCI Turbine High Steam Flow
HPCI turbine high steam flow could indicate a break in
the HPCI turbine steam line.
The automatic closure of
the HPCI steam line isolation valves prevents the
excessive loss of reactor coolant and the release of
significant amounts of radioactive materials from the
nuclear system process barrier. High flow in the HPCI
turbine steam line is sensed by two differential pressure
switches, each of which monitors the differential pres
sure across an elbow installed in the HPCI turbine steam
line (PDIS-2244; PDIS-2245).
The tripping of.either
switch initiates isolation of the HPCI turbine steam
line.

c.

HPCI Turbine Steam Line Low Pressure
Low pressure in the HPCI steam line could indicate a
break in the HPCI steam line.
The steam line low-pressure
isolation function is provided so that in the event a
gross rupture of the HPCI steam line occurred upstream
from the high flow sensing instrumentation, the HPCI
steam line isolation valves will still be closed.
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C.

REACTOR CORE COOLING

If, after a HPCI steam line break, the reactor does not trip for
the reasons discussed in Section III.A.2, there may be no need
tor the emergency core cooling systems to operate because normal
reedwater will be maintained. If the reactor does trip for any
reason, then the core standby cooling must function to keep the
core from overheating.
This cooling must take place without the
aid of HPCI. The following systems will operate to perform this
tunction.
1.

Automatic Depressurization System
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) provides auto
matic nuclear system depressurization for small breaks so
low-pressure coolant injection and the core spray system
can operate. The relief capacity of the ADS is based on
the time required after its initiation to depressurize the
nuclear system enough for the low-pressure injection system
and the core spray system to begin operation. The ADS uses
four of the nuclear system pressure relief valves (PSV-4400,
PSV-4402, PSV-4405, and PSV-4406) to relieve the high-pressure
steam to the suppression pool. The pressure relief valves
open automatically upon coincident signals from reactor
vessel low water level, primary containment (drywell) high
pressure, and discharge pressure indication of any low
pressure cooling system (for core spray PS-2127 A and B and
PS-2107A and B, for low-pressure coolant injection PS-2023A
and B, PS-2024A and B, PS-1917A and B, and PS-1925A and B),
but only after a 2-minute delay. The delay provides time
for the operator to cancel the auto depressurization signal
if control room information indicates that the signal is
false or is not needed.

2.

Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
In case of low water level in the reactor or high pressure in
the containment drywell, the LPCI system pumps (IP-229A, B,
C, and D) water into the reactor vessel in time to flood the
core and limit fuel cladding temperature. These same signals
also start the core spray system (see below), which operates
independently to achieve

the same objective.

The LPCI system

works in conjunction with the HPCI system. While the reactor
vessel pressure is high, the HPCI system operates until the
pressure drops to a specified level. Then the LPCI system
takes over to ensure adequate cooling.
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3.

Core Spray
The core spray system consists of two independent cooling
loops to provide a redundant means for the removal of decay
heat from the reactor core following the postulated LOCA.
This prevents the fuel cladding from reaching temperatures
that may cause damage to the fuel. The protection also
extends to small breaks in which the RCIC and HPCI system
are both unable to maintain the reactor vessel water level
and the automatic depressurization system has operated,
lowering the reactor vessel pressure (see Sections I.A.2.a
and I.A.2.b).
Actuation of the core spray system results
from low water level in the reactor vessel or high drywell
pressure. The core spray system automatically sprays water
onto the top of the fuel assemblies when the pressure in the
reactor vessel is below the pump shutoff head.

D.

CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

This is not applicable in the case of a HPCI steam line break
Outside of the drywell. A HPCI steam line break inside the drywell
is enveloped by a LOCA (discussed in Section 1).
E*

PREVENTION OF RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

1.

Standby Gas Treatment
The primary function of the standby gas treatment system is to
limit the release of radioactive materials to the environment.
The standby gas treatment system consists of two identical
parallel full-capacity air filtration assemblies. With the
reactor building isolated, each of the trains has the necessary
capacity to hold the building at a subatmospheric pressure of
0.25 inches of water. The system will start automatically
upon receipt of high drywell pressure or low reactor water
level signals (see Sections I.A.2.a and I.A.2.b).
The system
can also be manually started from the control room. Upon
receipt of any of the isolation signals, both trains start by
opening the standby gas treatment isolation dampers (AV-5825A
and B with valve operators SV-5825A and B) and drawing air
from the isolated reactor building. After the air is pulled
through the filters, it is discharged to the off gas stack by
the standby gas treatment fans (IV-EF-15A and B).
The system
is powered from emergency service portions of the auxiliary
power distribution system. Drywell and torus purge exhaust
can also be directed to the standby gas treatment system for
processing.
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The standby gas treatment system and the off gas system
exhaust to the 100-meter off gas stack, which ensures an
elevated release and decreases the radiation dose at ground
level. The gases are drawn through the off gas stack by two
fans (IV-EF-18A and B), both of which receive essential power.
One of these fans is always in operation.
2.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
This section is discussed in Section IV.B.
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V.

REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM BREAK

A.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN

When discussing reactor shutdown due to a reactor water cleanup
(RkCU) system break, two factors must be considered. These are
In all cases, the only
the location and severity of the break.
break considered will be a complete line break because this is
The two locations considered include inside the
the most severe.
cIrywell and outside the drywell.
1.

If a complete break of the RWCU line were to occur in the
drywell, the reactor may or may not be tripped depending on
Should an RWCU line
location and severity of the break.
break be severe enough to cause the high drywell pressure
or low reactor vessel level setpoints to be reached, the
reactor will be tripped by the signals discussed in Section I.A
of this appendix.

2.

If a complete break of the RWCU line were to occur outside
of the drywell downstream of the outboard isolation valve,
If the line is
the line would be automatically isolated.
isolated before the reactor is tripped, there will be no
If a reactor trip occurs before
shutdown of the reactor.
the line is isolated, the trip will be initiated by low
A description of this trip can be
reactor water level.
found in Section I.A.2.a of this appendix.

b.

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

1.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
The safety objective of this system is to provide protection
against the onset and consequences of accidents involving the
gross release of radioactive materials from the fuel and
The primary containment
nuclear system process barriers.
isolation and nuclear steam supply shutoff system initiates
automatic isolation of appropriate lines which penetrate the
primary containment whenever monitored variables exceed pre
For gross breaches in the
selected operational limits.
nuclear system process barrier inside the primary containment,
the primary containment isolation and nuclear steam supply
shutoff system acts to close off release routes through the
primary containment barrier.
When any one of the following conditions is sensed, an alarm
is actuated in the main control room and the RWCU system line
valves are automatically closed.
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a.

RWCU System Equipment Room High Ambient Temperature and
High Differential Temperature
High ambient or differential temperature in the RWCU
equipment room could indicate a break in the cleanup
system line carrying high-temperature water. When high
differential temperature is sensed between the inlet
and outlet ducts which ventilate the cleanup system room
or high temperature in the room is sensed, the cleanup
system is automatically isolated. High differential
temperature in the RWCU system equipment room is sensed
by six differential temperature switches (TDS-2743A, B,
C, D, E, and F).
High ambient temperatures in the RWCU
system equipment room is sensed by six temperature
switches (TS-2742A, B, C, D, E, and F).
The tripping of
either channel initiates isolation of the cleanup system.

b.

RWCU System High Differential Flow
High differential flow in the cleanup system is measured
by comparing the mass flow of water entering the system
to the mass flow of water leaving the system. A high
differential could indicate a break in the cleanup
system. The automatic closure of the cleanup system
isolation valves prevents excessive loss of reactor
coolant and significant amounts of radioactive material.
High differential flow is sensed by a differential flow
switch (FS-2749A and B).
Tripping of the differential
flow switch will initiate isolation of the cleanup
system.

C.

REACTOR CORE COOLING

Should reactor trip occur from loss of reactor vessel level due to
a break in the RWCU system line, the following systems will provide
core cooling.
1.

High-Pressure Coolant Injection
The HPCI system is provided to ensure that the reactor is
adequately cooled to limit fuel cladding temperature in the
event of a small break in the nuclear system and a loss of
coolant which does not result in rapid depressurization of
the reactor. This allows the reactor to be shut down, while
maintaining sufficient reactor vessel water inventory, until
the reactor vessel pressure is below the pressure at which
either low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) operation or
core spray system operation maintains cooling. The HPCI
system will cease operation at this time.
Initiation signals
for the HPCI system consist of low reactor vessel water level
or high drywell pressure. Only dc power from the plant
batteries and steam extracted from the nuclear system are
required for the startup and operation of the HPCI system.
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2.

Automatic Depressurization System
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) provides auto
matic nuclear system depressurization for small breaks so
low-pressure coolant injection and the core spray system
can operate. The relief capacity of the ADS is based on
the time required after its initiation to depressurize the
nuclear system enough for the low-pressure injection system
and the core spray system to begin operation. The ADS uses
four of the nuclear system pressure relief valves (PSV-4400,
PSV-4402, PSV-4405, and PSV-4406) to relieve the high-pressure
steam to the suppression pool. The pressure relief valves
open automatically upon coincident signals from reactor
vessel low water level, primary containment (drywell) high
pressure, and discharge pressure indication of any low
pressure cooling system (for core spray PS-2127 A and B and
PS-2107A and B, for low-pressure coolant injection PS-2023A
and B, PS-2024A and B, PS-1917A and B, and PS-1925A and B),
but only after a 2-minute delay. The delay provides time
for the operator to cancel the auto depressurization signal
if control room information indicates that the signal is
false or is not needed.

3.

Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
In case of low water level in the reactor or high pressure in
the containment drywell, the LPCI system pumps (IP-229A, B,
C, and D) water into the reactor vessel in time to flood the
core and limit fuel cladding temperature. These same signals
also start the core spray system (see below), which operates
independently to achieve the same objective. The LPCI system
works in conjunction with the HPCI system. While the reactor
vessel pressure is high, the HPCI system operates until the
pressure drops to a specified level. Then the LPCI system
takes over to ensure adequate cooling.

4.

Core Spray

The core spray system consists of two independent cooling
loops to provide a redundant means for the removal of decay
heat from the reactor core following the postulated LOCA.
This prevents the fuel.cladding from reaching temperatures
that may cause damage to the fuel. The protection also
extends to small breaks in which the RCIC system and the
HPCI system are both unable to maintain the reactor vessel
water level and the automatic depressurization system has
operated, lowering the reactor vessel pressure (see Sections
I.A.2.a and I.A.2.b).
Actuation of the core spray system
results from low water level in the reactor vessel or high
drywell pressure. The core spray system sprays water onto
the top of the fuel assemblies when the pressure in the
reactor vessel has decreased below pump shutoff head.
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If the reactor does not trip, but the line is isolated, there
is no need for reactor core cooling to take place.
D.

CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

This is not applicable in the case of a RWCU system line break
Outside the drywell.
A RWCU break inside the drywell is covered
under the LOCA discussed in Section I.
h.

PREVENTION OF RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

1.

Standby Gas Treatment
The primary function of the standby gas treatment system is to
limit the release of radioactive materials to the environment.
The standby gas treatment system consists of two identical
parallel full-capacity air filtration assemblies. With the
reactor building isolated, each of the trains has the necessary
capacity to hold the building at a subatmospheric pressure of
0.25 inches of water. The system will start automatically
upon receipt of high drywell pressure or low reactor water
level signals (see Sections I.A.2.a and I.A.2.b).
The system
can also be manually started from the control room. Upon
receipt of any of the isolation signals, both trains start by
opening the standby gas treatment isolation dampers (AV-5825A
and B with valve operators SV-5825A and B) and drawing air
from the isolated reactor building.
After the air is pulled
through the filters, it.is discharged to the off gas stack by
the standby gas treatment fans (IV-EF-15A and B).
The system
is powered from independant emergency service portions of
the auxiliary power distribution system.
Drywell and torus
purge exhaust can also be directed to the standby gas treatment
system for processing.
The standby gas treatment system and the off gas system exhaust
to the 100-meter off gas stack, which ensures an elevated
release and decreases the radiation dose at ground level.
The gases are drawn through the off gas stack by two fans
IV-EF-18A and B), both of which receive essential power. One
of these fans is always in operation.

2.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System
This section is discussed in Section V.B.l.
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VI.

MAIN FEEDWATER LINE BREAK

A break in the main feedwater line can occur in the turbine building,
the steam tunnel, or the drywell. If a break were to occur in the
arywell, the effects on the nuclear system would be the same as
those for a LOCA. Therefore, the systems which operate to mitigate
the consequences of this accident are the same as those for a LOCA.
A description of these systems can be found in Section I of this
appendix. Should a feedwater line break occur in the steam tunnel,
the environmental conditions would be much less hazardous to the
equipment present than a main steam line break. The equipment is
therefore designed for main steam line break conditions and a feed
water line break will not create any hazard to the functioning of
the equipment in the steam tunnel. The only potential problem area
in the turbine building was found to be in the area of the reactor
teed pumps (IP-lA and B), where the pump discharge is in close
proximity to RHR service water and emergency service water cabling
Due to the size of the area where the piping
along the north wall.
is located, the environmental conditions would not change consider
ably after the break occurred.
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VII. SUPPORT SYSTEMS REQUIRED TO MITIGATE THE CONSEQUENCES
OF A HIGH-ENERGY PIPE BREAK
A.

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
The design objective of the residual heat removal (RHR)
service-water system is to remove heat rejected to the
RHR system during all normal and accident operations. The
RHR service water pumps (IP-22A, B, C, and D) deliver
cooling water to the RHR heat exchangers for the purpose of
removing post-accident decay heat. This system also pro
vides cooling for normal plant shutdowns. The system dis
charges to the circulating water system and then to the
If the cooling towers are not available,
cooling towers.
RHR service water is returned to the river via the rad
waste dilution line. The.RHR service water pumps are
started manually by an operator by individual hand switches
located in the control room and locally.

b.

EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

The emergency service water pumps (IP-99A and B) deliver
water to the emergency diesel generators (IG-31 and IG-21),
HPCI room cooling-units, RHR and core spray pump room
cooling units, core spray pump motor coolers, RER pump seal
coolers and the control building chillers. The emergency
service water discharges through a common line with the RHR
service water system to the circulating water system and from
If the cooling towers are not
there to the cooling towers.
available, service water can be returned to the river via
the radwaste dilution line. The pumps will start automati
cally on a signal from the associated diesel generator.
Individual hand switches located in the control room and
locally can also be used to start the pumps.
C.

STANDBY AC POWER
The purpose of the standby ac power supply and distribution
system is to provide a power source to safely shut down the
plant in the event of the loss of offsite power. The standby
ac power supply consists of two redundant diesel-driven
generators which are electrically and physically independent
to ensure that no single event can cause the loss of both
The generators produce ac power at a voltage and
systems.
frequency compatible with the normal bus requirements for
essential equipment within the plant. Each diesel generator
has sufficient capacity to start and carry the loads required
to shut down the plant. Upon a reactor low water level,
loss of offsite power, or high drywell pressure signal, the
Moni
standby diesel generators are automatically started.
main
plant
toring of automatic functions is provided in the
control room.
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D.

DC POWER SUPPLY
The purpose of the dc power supply and distribution system
is to provide a source of reliable, continuous power for
the control and instrumentation of safeguard systems and
for other loads required for normal operation and orderly
shutdown. The plant dc power supply consists of two 125-V
batteries and one 250-V battery, each with its own charger,
and is sized to supply emergency dc power for a 4-hour time
period. The system also includes two separate 24-V batteries,
each with two 24-V chargers for nuclear instrumentation.
All the normal loads connected to the plant battery system
can be supplied by the battery chargers. The chargers can
be powered from multiple sources of plant auxillary power,
including the plant standby diesel generator system.

t*

ENGINEERED

SAFEGUARDS

AREA EVAC

The pump rooms for the RHR, HPCI, and core spray systems are
provided with ventilation supply air. Fan coil units using
emergency service water are used to limit pump room tempera
tures during pump operation. Heating is provided for equip
ment and piping freeze protection. The fan-coil units are
supplied with emergency power during loss of offsite power
supplies. Redundant fan-coil equipment is provided for
uninterrupted service in the HPCI room (IV-AC-14A and B).
The RHR and core spray room fans (IV-AC-11 and IV-AC-12) are
located in two separate rooms.
F.

CONTROL BUILDING HVAC
The control room air-conditioning system draws in varying
amounts of outdoor air, depending on the outside air tempera
ture. The source of intake is remote from potential contami
nation. Fresh air makeup is filtered during normal operation.
If fission products leaving the main stack reach ground level,
outside air radiation monitors (RIM-6101A.and B) will isolate
the normal ventilation path and initiate high-efficiency
filtration of incoming outside air. Control room air is.
recirculated through dust filters and heated or cooled as
necessary to maintain comfortable working conditions. Power
for the filtration recirculation systems may be supplied from
the emergency bus. One supply system is connected to the
cable spreading room and supplies cooling air directly to the
space. The other supply system is for general space cooling
and consists of ductwork supplying ceiling diffusers. Air
flows upward through the central panels, out to the return
ductwork system, and back to the filter train. Supply air
to the switchgear rooms is recirculated while the air to the
battery rooms is exhausted to the atmosphere. The supply air
is filtered and heated as required. The ventilation system
continues to operate during accident conditions, including
loss of offsite power. All system controls are from a local
panel. Redundant fans are provided for reliable system
operation.
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G.

STANDBY DIESEL GENERATOR ROOM HVAC
Each standby diesel generator room is provided with a
ventilation air supply fan and a suitable means of exhaust.
Heating is provided for equipment and piping freeze pro
tection. The ventilation system is supplied with standby
power during loss of offsite power.

ii.

EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER PUMP ROOM HVAC
The pump rooms housing the RHR service water pumps and emer
gency service water pumps are provided with redundant venti
lation supply and exhaust systems. Heating is provided for
equipment and piping freeze protection. The ventilation
system is supplied with standby power during loss of offsite
power.
RIVER INTAKE SYSTEM
An overflow barrier across the Cedar River intercepts the
stream bed flow and diverts it to the intake structure.
This makes the entire flow of the river available to the
system upon extreme low-flow conditions. The water which
is diverted to the intake structure passes through bar racks
and enters two parallel intake channels within the intake
structure. The water then passes through traveling screens
and into two separate pump wet pits. Each pit contains two
vertical pumps (IP-117A, B, C, and D) which are designed
to operate continuously under all river conditions. The
traveling screen in each of the two pump wet-pit channels is
under individual automatic control, but has manual override
to permit continuous operation. Excessive level differential
across the screen will be alarmed in the control room.
Tnstrumentation is provided at the intake structure to measure
river water level, temperature, pH, and conductivity.

3.

INTAKE STRUCTURE HVAC
Supply fans (IV-SF-50 and IV-SF-51) introduce filtered air
through roughing and medium-efficiency filters into the
building to remove excess heat generated by equipment. The
air is mostly recirculated and is tempered by mixing return
air with outdoor air to maintain design temperature. Two
physically separated supply fans supply cooling air to the
area where the RHR service water pumps and the emergency
service water pumps are located. These fans are connected
to the emergency bus. When a fan operates, an exhaust louver
will automatically open to permit exhaust. The pumphouse is
heated by electric heaters to prevent freezing.
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APPENDIX B
MASTER LIST
ENGINEERED SAFETY

FEATURES SYSTEMS REQUIRED TO

FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Revision 3
10/80
DUANE ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER
MASTER LIST
OF

ALL ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES SYSTEMS
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
(IN ACCORDANCE WITH IE BULLETIN 79-01B)

The applicable systems are listed below.
1.

Deleted

2.

Control Rod Drive System

3.

Primary Containment Isolation and Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System

4.

Deleted

5.

Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Leakage Control

b.

High-Pressure Coolant Injection System

7.

Automatic Depressurization System

b.

Core Spray System

9.

Residual Heat Removal System

10.

Standby Gas Treatment System

11.

Standby AC Power Supply

12.

DC Power Supply

13.

Residual Heat Removal Service Water System

14.

Emergency

15.

Deleted

16.

Reactor Protection System

17.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (Alternative Use Only)

18.

Engineered Safeguard Rooms Heating and Ventilating System

19.

Control Building Heating and Ventilating System

20.

Standby Diesel Generator Room Ventilation System

Service

Water System
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21.

Emergency Service Water Pump Room Heating and Ventilating
System

22.

Intake Structure Heating and Ventilating System

;3.

Deleted

24.

River Intake System

25.

Electrical and Control Panels

26.

Pumphouse Drain Sump

27.

Leak Detection Systems

28.

Deleted

29.

Containment Atmosphere Control

30.

Deleted

31.

Main Feedwater

32.

Ancillary Components

33.

Area Radiation Monitoring

34.

Nuclear Boiler/Containment Systems

35.

NUREG 0578 Modifications

(Alternative Use Only)

(Alternative Use Only)
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APPENDIX C
MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER
POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDTIONS

Facility:
Docket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 2, Page 1
Revision 2
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Control Rod Drive System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

SV-1840A,B

Solenoid valves

x

SV-1804A,B

Solenoid valves

x

SV-1855

Solenoid valve
(89 valves)

x

SV-1856

Solenoid valve
(89 valves)

x

SV-1868

Solenoid valve

x

SV-1869

Solenoid valve

x

HS-1804A,B

Hand switch
(local-mounted)

x

LS-1861A,B,C,D Level switch

x

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 3, Page 1
Revision 3
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Primary Containment Isolation/Nuclear Steam Supply
Shutoff System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

i0-4423

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

L0j0-4424

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MjO-2740

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

SV-3728

Solenoid valve

x

.5V-3729

Solenoid valve

x

SV-3704

Solenoid valve

x

SV-3705

Solenoid valve

x

tMC-4841B

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

PO-4841A

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

6V-4639

Solenoid valve

6V-4640

Solenoid valve

bV-4413A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x
x

bV-4416A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x

6V-4419A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x

bV- 442 1A, B , C

Solenoid valve

x

iMi-4627

Motor-operated
valve

x

MO-4628

Motor-operated
valve

x

x

bYSTEM:

Primary Containment Isolation/Nuclear
Steam Supply Shutoff System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

System 3, Page 2
Revision 3
4/80

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

SV-4412A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4415A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x

6V-4418A,B,C

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4420A,BC

Solenoid valve

x

PS-4346

Pressure switch

MO-2700

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

MO-2701

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

'O-2512

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

i,(0U-2516

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

±MO-2517

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2510

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

±80-2400

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

MiO-2401

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

6V-4371A, B,C

Solenoid valve

x

bV-4378A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-5718A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-5704A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-5703A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-5719A,B

Solenoid valve

x

x
x

x

SYSTEM:

Primary Containment Isolation/Nuclear
Steam Supply Shutoff System

Plant
dentification
Number-

System 3, Page 3
Revision 3
10/80

Location
Generic Name

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels. These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
function under postulated accident conditions.
HS-4423
HS-4424

HS-2740
HS-3728
HS-3729
HS-3704
HS-3705

HS=4841
HS-4639
HS-4640

HS-4413A, B
HS-4416
HS-4419
HS-4421
HS-4412
HS-4415
HS-4418

-4420

F-2700
HS-2701

HS-2512
HS-2516
HS-2517
HS-2510
HS-2400
HS-2458
HS-2401
HS-2459
HS-2481
HS-4371A,B, C
HS-4378A,B
HS-5718A,B
PDIS-4641

PDIS-4642
PDIS-4643
PDIS-4644
PS-4637
PS-4638A,B
PDIS-4625A,B,

Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch

1C-03
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
1C-04
1C-04
IC-04
1C-06
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
IC-03
1C-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
IC-04
1C-04
1C-04
1C-04
IC-04
IC-04
1C-04
1C-04
1C-35
1C-35
1C-25A, B
1C-121
1C-122
1C-122
1C-122
1C-122
1C-58
IC-57

D
IS-4626A,B
D

IC-58

System 5, Page 1
Revision 2
10/80

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

,Facility:
Docket:

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Leakage Control

SYSTEM:

i.jLJLd. L.J.A,.JJL

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

FM-8408A,B,
D,C

Flowmeters

MO-8401A,B,
C,D

Gate valves
(motor-operated)

MO-8402A,B,
C,D

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

MO-8403A,B,
C,D

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

1K-25A,B

Blower (motor
operated)

1S-122A,B,C,D

Heater

x
x
x
x
x

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
racks.
under System 25

for

respective panels.

their

These components

listed here to complete the listing of components required to
function under postulated accident conditions.

PS-8404A,B,
C,D
PS-8415A,B
C,D
HS-8418
HS-8417A,B,
C,D
HS-8401A,B,
C,D
HS-8402A,B,
C,D
HS-8403A,B,
C,D
HS-8413
HS-8410
Note:

Pressure switch

IC-145

switch

1C-55A

Pressure

Hand switch
Hand switch

IC-14
IC-14

Hand switch

IC-14

Hand switch

IC-14

Hand switch

IC-14

Hand switch
Hand switch

IC-14
1C-14

System 5, Page 2 deleted 10/80

are

Facility:
Io

ck e t:

System 6, Page 1
Revision 4
10/80

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
MASTER LIST

CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
FUNCTION
TO
REQUIRED
SYSTEM:

High-Pressure Coolant Injection

Plant
Identification
Number

Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IP-218

HPCI turbine auxi
liary oil pump
motor

x

IP-219

HPCI turbine con
densate pump

x

MO-2290A,B

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2247

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2202

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2238

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2239

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2321

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2300

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2318

Motor-operated
gate valve

IP-233

HPCI turbine
gland seal vacuum
pump motor

W0-2312

Motor-operated
gate valve

x

MO-2311

Motor-operated
gate valve

X

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

,SYSTEM:

High-Pressure Coolant Injection System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

MO-2315

Motor-operated
gate valve

MO-2322

Motor-operated
gate valve

SV-2259

Solenoid valve

SV-2219

Solenoid valve

LS-2206

Level switch

LS-2319

Level switch

LS-2320

Level switch

viO-2316

Motor-operated
gate valve

SV-2206

Solenoid valve

SV-2211

Solenoid valve

SV-2212

Solenoid valve

SV-2234

Solenoid valve

bV-2235

Solenoid valve

L/S-2257

Power supply

ZS-2201

Position switch

PS-2288

Pressure switch

LS-2222A,B

Level switch

LS-2219

Level switch

16-201

Turbine

System 6, Page 2
Revision 4
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

SYSTEM:

High-Pressure Coolant Injection System

Plant

Identification
Number

System 6, Page 3
Revision 4
10/80

Location
Generic Name

Tne components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their
respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing
of components required to
runction under postulated accident conditions.
hS-2222
hS-2247
h6S-2202
hS-2238
hS-2239
U1-2321
kiS-2300
hS-2318
US-2221
hS-2312
hS-2311
hS-2315
kS-2322
hS-2259
hS-2219
hS-2206
hS-2316
h6-2211
hS-2212
h6-2234
hb-2235
hb-2256
h6-2299
hS-2253
6-2257
h6-2273
ab-2258
FT-2309
i/S-2309
FY-2309
FIC-2309
PS-2215A,B,

Rand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Flow transmitter
Power supply
Relay
Flow controller
Pressure switch

IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
lC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-20
IC-18
IC-03
IC-03
IC-120

PS-2233A,B
LS-5218
LS-5219
kS-2310
FS-2309
PS-2304
PS-2324

Pressure switch
Level switch
Level switch
Flow switch
Flow switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch

IC-120
IC-215
IC-215
1C-120
1C-120
IC-120
IC-120

Facility:

Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
6YSTEM:

Automatic Depressurization System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

KY-4405

Time delay

KY-4402

Time delay

x
x

KY-4406

Time delay

x

KY-4400

Time delay

x

6V-4400

Solenoid valve

6V-4405

Solenoid valve

x
x

6V-4402

Solenoid valve

x

6V-4406

Solenoid valve

x

The components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualificationfor these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels. These components are
listed here.to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
±iz-4400
riS-4405
S-4402
8b-4406
LIS-4561
LIS-4562
PS-4310A
i-S-4311A

PS-4312A
PS-4313A
PS-1917A,B
i-S-1925A,B
k-6-2024A,B
PS-2023A,B
PS-2107A,B
iS-2127A,B

Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Level indicating switch
Level indicating switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch

1C-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-56
IC-55
IC-122
lC-58
IC-126B
IC-121
IC-129B
IC-129B
IC-129A
IC-129A
IC-123
IC-124

Facility:
Docket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 8, Page 1
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Core Spray System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

1P-211A,B

Core spray pumps
and motors

MO-2117

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2115

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2137

Gate valve (motor
operated)

x

MO-2135

Gate valve (motor
operated)

x

MO-2132

Globe valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2112

Globe valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2124

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2146

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2147

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2120

Gate valve
operated)

(motor

x

MO-2100

Gate valve (motor
operated)

x

MO-2104

Gate valve (motoroperated)

x

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 9, Page 1
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal

Plant
identification
Number

(RHR) System
Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IP-229A, B,C, D

RHR pump drives

x

PUIS-1971A,B

Pressure differen
tial switch

x

MO-1900

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

±l0-1901

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-1902

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

mO-1903

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

Lv0-1904

Angle valve
(motor-operated)

x

M0-1 905

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

n0-1908

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

1110-1909

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

£i0-1932

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

00-1933

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

±v0-1934

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

-TE-2082A, B

Temperature element

x

'.Lit-2084A,B

Temperature element

x

±±--2U83A, B

Temperature element

x

x

x

SYSTEM:

Core Spray System

Plant
Identification
Number

System 8, Page 2
Revision 3
10/80
Location

Generic

Name

The components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is
covered under System 25 for their
respective panels.
These com
ponents are listed here to complete the listing of components
required to function under postulated accident conditions.
FI S-2 131

Flow indicating switch

IC-124

k'IS- 2111

Flow indicating switch

IC-123

k6-2103

Hand switch

IC-03

t%6~-2 123

Hand switch

IC-03

h6-2117

Hand switch

IC-03

k16-2115

Hand

switch

1C-03

hiS-2137

Hand switch

IC-03

tiS-2135

Hand

switch

IC-03

kiS-2132

Hand

switch

IC-03

riS-2112

Hand switch

IC-03

h6-212 4

Hand switch

IC-03

hS-2146

Hand

switch

IC-03

hS-2147

Hand

switch

IC-03

hS-2120

Hand

switch

IC-03

hS-2100

Hand switch

IC-03

iiS-2104

Hand switch

IC-03

SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

System 9, Page 2
Revision 2
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

MO-1989

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

iO-1937

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

?)-1936

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

'80)-1920

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-1921

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

e'0-1913

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

M0-1912

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

O-1 935

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

PO-1940

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

L'O-1939

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

N0-1941

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

Q-1949B,A

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

V-1972

Solenoid valve

x

SV-1973

Solenoid valve

x

bV-1963

Solenoid valve

x

6V-1964

Solenoid valve

x

bV-1966

Solenoid valve

x

L)-1967

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

kiO-1970

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

System 9, Page 3
Revision 3
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

MO-2000

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2001

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2003

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2004

Angle valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2005

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2006

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2007

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2010

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2069

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2038

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2036

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

SV-2037

Solenoid valve

x

MO-2031

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2030

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-2029

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

SV-2033

Solenoid valve

x

SV-2034

Solenoid valve

x

SV-2051

Solenoid valve

x

SV-2052

Solenoid valve

x

. SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal System

Plant
lentification
Number

System 9, Page 4
Revision 3
10/80
Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

'w4)-2 009

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

&O-2011

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

'vO-2012

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

i"L-2015

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

2016

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

=S-1932A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

x

nb-1921A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

x

hS-1913A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

nb-2005A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

tiS-2010A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

tiS-2012A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

tiS-2 01 5A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

ab-2011A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

khS-1912A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

hS-2016A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

hS-1920A

Control switch
(local-mounted)

MO-2044A,B

n0-

.SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal System

Plant
Identification
Number

System 9, Page 5
Revision 3
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Location

Generic Name

ine components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their
respective panels.
These components are
listed
here to complete the listing
of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
KY-1935
k.Y- 2009
kL/S-1947
KY-1940
ki-92 3
hS-2014
h6.-2018
hb-1915
kis-1 900
k16-1 9O0l
klS-1 9 02
kiS-1903A,B,C
hS-1904
iiS-1905A '5
h6S-19 08
kls-19 09
hS-i 932
h,ft-193 3
kiS-1934
hS-1989
h65-1937
h6-1936
iIS-1920,
hS-1921
tiS-1913
t26- 912
i26-1935
h.S-1940
h6S-1939
kl-S-1 94 1
k±S-1949A, B
kaS-1972
hS-1973
LS-19 63
tbS-1967
,hS-19 70
h6-2000
k6- 2 001A, B ,C
klS-2003A, B
hiS-2004
kiS-2 058

Relay
Relay
Power supply
Relay
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch

IC-33
IC-43
IC-18
IC-44
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
1C-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03

IC-03

IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
lC-03
IC-04
IC-04
IC-03
1C-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03
IC-03

.SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal System

Plant
Identification
Number
HS-2005
HS-2006
HS-2007
HS-2010
HS-2069
HS-2038
HS-2036
HS-2035
HS-2031
HS-2030
HS-2029
HS-2051
HS-2052
HS-2044A,B
HS-2009
HS-2011
HS-2012
HS-2015
HS-2016
KY-2080
PDIS-4641
PDIS-4642
PDIS-4643
PDIS-4644
PS-4637
PS-4638A,B
PDIS-4625A,B,
C,D
PDIS-4626A,B,
C,D
PDT-2046
PDT-2947

Note:

System 9, Page 6
Revision 3
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Location

Generic Name
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Relay
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
indicating switch
Pressure differential
transmitter
Pressure differential
transmitter

System 9, Page 7 deleted 10/80

IC-03
1C-03
1C-03
IC-03
1C-03
1C-03
1C-04
1C-04
1C-03
1C-03
IC-03
1C-03
1C-03
1C-03
1C-03
IC-03
1C-03
IC-03
1C-03
1C-43
1C-122
1C-121
1C-122
1C-121
1C-122
1C-58
1C-57,

1C-58

1C-57, iC-58
IC-129A, B
1C-129A,B

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
6YSTEM:

Standby Gas Treatment System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

bV-5825A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-5815A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-5817A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7602A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-7605A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7639A,B

Solenoid valve

x

;V-7637A,B

Solenoid valve

x

DPS-7637A,B

Differential
pressure switch

x

SV-7610A,B

Solenoid valve

x

IV-7612A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7641A, B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7630A,B

Solenoid valve

x

-V- 763 IA, B

Solenoid valve

x

6V-7632A,B

Solenoid valve

x

6V-7633A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7634A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7636A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7600A,B

Solenoid valve

x

bV-7607A,B

Solenoid valve

x

ISYSTEM:

Standby Gas Treatment System

Plant
loentification
Number

Generic Name

System 10, Page 2
Revision 3
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

E/PC-7600A,B

Converter

X

k'T-5829A,B

Flow transmitter

X

FS-7600A,B

Flow switch

X

P/ER-7600A,B

Inlet vane
control

X

DPr-7600A,B

Differential
pressure trans
mitter

X

SV-5801A,B

Solenoid valve

X

DPS-5803A,B

Differential
pressure switch

X

TE-5805u,W,A,
b,X,V

Temperature
sensor

X

TS-5836A,B

Temperature
switch

X

TS-5808A,B

Temperature
switch

X

SV-5837A,B

Solenoid valve

X

IV-EF-15AB

Standby gas treat
ment system exhaust
fans

X

IV-EF-18A,B

Off gas stack fans

X

CU-5837Al,A2,
81,B2

Control units

X

TS-5805A,B

Temperature switch

LU-5835Al,A2,

Control unit

X
X

bl,B2

SYSTEM:

Standby Gas Treatment System

Plant
Identification
Number

System 10, Page 3
Revision 3
10/80
Location

Generic Name

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks. Environmental qualification for these components is covered
These components are
under System 25 for their respective panels.
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
S-5825A,B
bS-5815A, B
hS-5817A,B
kIS-7600A,B
kiS-7601A,B
kS-5801A,B
hS-5805A, B
hS-5816A, B
aS-5839A,B
LC-5805A,B
T-5805A,B
1-5805A, B
d'TT-5805A,B
ITIC-5805A,B
TI-5822A,B
XI-5838A,B
LR-5830A,B
iPb-5831A, B
hS-5814A,B
TT-5838A,B
rb-5838A,B
B-5837AB
SQ-5829A,B
FS-5826A,B
FIC-5828A,B
L/PC-5816A,B

Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Line contactor
Temperature transmitter
Temperature indicator
Differential temperature
transmitter
Differential temperature
indicating controller
Temperature indicator
Temperature indicator
Level recorder
Pushbutton
Hand switch
Temperature transmitter
Pushbutton
Pushbutton
Converter
Flow switch
Flow indicating controller
Converter

IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-164A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-158, IC-159
IC-170, IC-171
IC-158, IC-159
IC-24A,B
IC-158, IC-159
IC-24A,B
IC-158, IC-159
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-158, 1C-159
IC-24A,B
IC-24AB
IC-158, IC-159
IC-24A,B
IC-24A,B
IC-158, 1C-159

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
'YSTEM:

Standby AC Power Supply

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

iG-31, 1G-21

Diesel Generator

x

hb-3233A,B

Control switch

x

IP-44A,B

Transfer pump

x

LS-3208A,
LS-3210A

Level switch

x

LS-3208B,
LS-3210B

Level switch

x

TS-3226,
TS-3227

Temperature switch

x

1A3

4,160 V switchgear

x

LA4

4,160 V switchgear

x

IX91

4,160-480/277 V

x

transformer
IX20

4,160-480/277 V
transformer

x

hS-3225A,B

Control switch

x

iX31

4,160-480/277V
transformer

x

1X41

4,160-480/277V

x

transformer
189

480 V load center

x

i620

480 V load center

x

1863

480 V load center

x

I SYSTIEM:

Standby AC Power Supply

Plant
Ientification
06Number

* System 11, Page 2
Revision 2
4/80
Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

1B4

480 V load center

x

.632

480 V motor con
trol center (MCC)

x

.L834

480 V MCC

x

±LB34A

480 V MCC

x

lb42

480 V MCC

x

.1844

480 V MCC

x

!B44A

480 V MCC

x

1637

480 V MCC

x

.Lb21

480 V MCC

x

191

480 V MCC

x

163 6

480 V MCC

x

46

480 V MCC

x

-3241A,B

Pressure switch

x

66-3236A,B

Speed switch

x

bS-3237A,B

Speed switch

x

IS-3242A,B

Pressure switch

x

,Facility:
Locke t:

System 12, Page 1
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Center

Duane Arnold Energy
50-331

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
FUNCTION
REQUIRED TO
6YSTEM:

DC Power Supply

Plant
Identification
Number

Location
Generic Name

Inside Primary
Containment

Outside Primary
Containment

i11

125 V battery

x

LD2

125 V battery

x

1 2

125 V battery
charger

ID2 2

125 V battery
charger 2

D1i 20

125 V battery
charger 3

1D0

Distribution
panel 1

ID20

Distribution
panel 2

ID 1

Distribution
panel A

1LD13

Distribution
panel C

114

Recirculation
motor control
center

1D2 3

Distribution
panel D

1D2 1

Distribution
panel B

ILA

250 V battery

ILA4

250 V battery
charger 1

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

SYSTEM:

System 12, Page 2
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DC Power Supply

Plant
Identification
Number

Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

1D43

250 V battery
charger 2

ID4 0

Distribution
panel

1D4 1

DC motor control
center high
pressure coolant
injection system

ID4 2

DC motor control
center

x

15

24 V battery 1

x

1D5 1

24 V battery
charger 1

x

1D52

24 V battery
charger 1

x

11)50

Distribution
panel 1

x

ID6

24 V battery 2

11)61

24 V battery
charger 2

iD6 2

24 V battery
charger 2

11)60

Distribution
panel 2

IY-3 0A, B

RPS distribution
panel

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

Facility:
Lo ck e t:
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Residual Heat Removal Service Water System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

IP-22A,B,C,D

RHR service water
pumps and motors

iNO-1943A,B

Gate valves
operated)

±0-1947

Gate valve (motor
operated)

&O-2046

Gate valve
operated)

ZT-1947

Position transmitter

ZT-2046

Position transmitter

rS-4924A,B,

Hand switch (located
in switchgear room)

VO-1942

SV-1942

Location
Outside Primary
Primary
Inside
Containment
Containment

(motor

(motor

Motor-operated valve
Solenoid valve

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
rads. Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels. These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
hb-1943AB
kiS-1942
tS-4925A,B,

Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch

IC-03
IC-03
IC-03

HS-2059
tiS-1959

Hand switch
Hand switch
Position modulator
Position modulator

IC-03
IC-03
IC-18
1C-19

SLh-1947
'M-2046

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 14, Page 1
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10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Emergency Service Water System

Plant
identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IP-99A,B

Emergency service
water pump motor

x

SV-1956A,B

Solenoid valves

x

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

ek)-2077

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

m0-2078

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

>V-2080

Solenoid valve

x

>V-2 081

Solenoid valve

x

h-4927A,B

Hand switch
(in switchgear room)

x

,bo-2039A,

B

Tne components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
iisted here to complete the listing of components required to function
under postulated accident conditions.
hb-4928A,B
ab-2039A,B
iS-2077
hf-2078
,US-2080
hb-2081

Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand

switch
switch
switch
switch
switch
switch

IC-06
IC-06
IC-06
1C-06
IC-91
IC-92

Facility:
docket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 16, Page 1
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
ZYSTEM:

Reactor Protection System

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

PS-1005A,B
LD

Pressure switch

x

PS-1026A,B,

Pressure switch

x

ZS-1076A,B,
(L,D

Position switch

x

PS-1096A,B,

Pressure switch

x

ZS-4413

Position switch

x

ZS-4416

Position switch

x

ZS-4419

Position switch

x

4S-4421

Position switch

x

hb-4412

Position switch

46-4415

Position switch

x
x

46-4418

Position switch

x

4S-4420

Position switch

x

Tne components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
LIS-4592A,B
LIS-4592C,D

PS-4315A
PS-4315B
k-4315C
EiS-4315D

Level indicating switch
Level indicating switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch
Pressure switch

IC-56
IC-55A
IC-122
IC-126B
IC-58
IC-121

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 18, Page 1
Revision 2
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Engineered Safeguards Rooms Heating and Ventilating

Piant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

IV-AC-14A,B

Air cooling fan

iV-AC-l1,
IV-AC-12

Air cooling fan

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x
x

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed
here to complete the listing
of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
hS-7108A, B

Hand switch

IC-23A,B

tiS-7116

Hand switch

1C-23B

nS-7119

Hand switch

1C-23A

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 19, Page 1
Revision 3
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
.YSTEM:

Control Building Heating and Ventilation

Plant
Identif ication
Number
taS-blO4U ,V

Generic Name
Control switch

(switchgear)

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

6V- 6127A, B

Solenoid valve

x

h±5-6113U ,V

Control switch
(switchgear)

x

6V- 6 113A, B

Solenoid valve

x

(-U-7327A,B

Control unit

x

1-U-7329A, B

Control unit

x

LkPS-7304A, B

Differential pres
sure switch

x

EC-7304A, B

Electric heater

x

k!.6-6924A,B

Flow switch

x

k'6-6925A,=B

Flow switch

x

h6-6924U ,V,

Hand switch

x

HS-7328A,B

Hand switch

x

Ua-7304A, B

Operating
thermostat

x

RE-6l0lA, B

Radiation element

x

bV-b10 7A, B

Solenoid

valve

x

bV-6l09A, B

Solenoid valve

x

6V-61l0A, B

Solenoid valve

x

Lb~-632A,B,C

Control switch

x

SYSTEM:

Control Building Heating and Ventilation

Plant
laentification
Number

Generic Name

System 19, Page 2
Revision 3
10/80

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

bV-7301A,B

Solenoid valve

X

7V-7318A, B

Solenoid valve

X

6V-7322A,B

Solenoid valve

X

6V-7328A,B

Solenoid valve

X

TiL-7304A, B

Temperature element

X

T6-7304A, B

Temperature switch

X

IV-SF-30A,B

Standby filter
unit fan

X

IV-AC-30A,B

Control building
ventilation fan

X

IV-RF-30A,B

Control room
exhaust fan

X

IV-AC-32

Computer room
exhaust fan

X

IV-EF-30A,B ,C

Battery room
exhaust fan

X

IV-EF-33

Cable spreading
room exhaust fan

X

Ts-6124AB

Temperature switch

X

k--7333A,B

Pressure switch

X

1:-7334A,B

Pressure switch

X

P-SS-7335A,B

Pressure switch

X

-V- 7333A,B

Solenoid valve

X

6V-7334A,B

Solenoid valve

X

LC-7328A,B

Level switch

X

e/ER-7334A,B

Controller

X

tFT-7320A,B

Flow transmitter

X

iV-CP-30A,B

Chilled water
pump

X

Compressor motor

X

IT-6924AB

Revision 3
10/80
Location

Plant
jla entification
Num be r

Generic Name

below are located on panels or instrument
The comoonents listed
Environmental- qualification for these componentS is covered
rads.
These components are
respective panels.
under System 25 for their
required to
components
of
listing
the
listed here to cormlete
conditions.
accident
rLunction under postulated
h!-6104A, B
±b-bl13A, B
±d-7304A, B
.b-6924A,B
hb-7301AB
7-7322A, B
hS-7318AB
HS-7319A,B
t
1-6132A ,B ,C
-6 13 1
=S-6l02
RLM - 6 101A, B
.Ib-7328A,B
vb-7329A,B
Et-7316A, B
Li-7315A,B
-

732

Lk , B

-7321A,B
UIC-7320A,B
t/PC-7320A, B

bV-6127A,B
SV- 6i13A, B
:V-6109A, B
bV-6l0A,B
Ivote:

Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Hand switch
Radiation monitor
Pushbutton
Pushbutton
Pushbutton
Lockout relay
Converter
Flow switch
Flow indicatinc controller
Converter
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve

System 19,

Page 4 deleted 10/80

IC-26A,B
1C-26A,B
IC-26A,B
IC-26A,B
IC-26A,B
IC-26A,B
I C-26AB
IC-26A,B
IC-26A,B,A
IC-26A
IC-26A
IC-26A,B
1C-26A,B
lC-26A,B
1C-26A,B
lC-26A,B
IC-162, 10-163
IC-26A,B
IC-26A,B
1C-162, 1C-163
IC-133A,B

lC-133A,B
IC-133A,B
lC-133A,B

kacility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 20, Page 1
Revision 4
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Standby Diesel-Generator Room Heating and Ventilating

Plant
Identification
Number
IV-SF-20,
V-SF-21

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

x

Supply fan

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
hS-7000A, B

Hand switch

IC-23A,B

ta.6-7003A, B

Hand switch

IC-151,

:V-7 00 OA, B

Solenoid valve

1C-151, IC-152

bV- 700 IA, B

Solenoid valve

IC-151,

IC-152

-V-7002A,B

Solenoid valve

IC-151,

1C-152

1C-152

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 21, Page 1
Revision 4
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Emergency Service Water Pump Room Heating and Ventilating

Plant
.lentification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

bV-7539A,B

Solenoid valve

x

6V-7538A,B

Solenoid valve

x

6V-7536,
6V-7537

Solenoid valve

x

IV-SF-56A,B

Supply fan

x

TIC-7538A, B

Temperature indi
cating controller

x

The components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racs.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their
respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
Lunction under postulated accident conditions.
h6-7538A,B

Hand switch

1C-160/161

TS-7540A,B

Temperature switch

1C-160/161

14a8-7538C,D

Temperature switch

1C-160/161

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 22, Page 1
Revision 3
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:
Ientif

Intake Structure Heating and Ventilating

Plant
ication
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

.LV-UH-52A
through H

Unit heater

x

TS-7701
through
TS-7708

Temperature switch

x

1V-SF-50,
IV-SF-51

Supply fan

x

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their
respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
runction under postulated accident conditions.
r16-7714A,B

Hand switch

1C-156/157

Facility:
Lck et:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 24, Page 1
Revision 3
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
6YSTEM:

River Water Supply System

Plant
lentification
Number

Location

Generic Name

Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IP-117A,B,C,D

Water supply pump

x

46-2902,
ZS-2903

Position switches

x

MO-2902,
iv&0-2903

Motor-operated
valves

x

PS-2902,
PS-2903

Pressure switches

x

IF-36A,B

Traveling screen
motor

x

iP-112A,B

Screen wash pump

x

h6-2908A,B,
C,L)

Hand switch
(switchgear)

x

kiY-2903A,B,C

Time delay relay
(switchgear room)

x

iY-2902A,B,C

Time delay relay
(switchgear room)

x

IS-85A,B

Screen wash water
strainer

x

NO-2910A,B

Motor operator

x

PLS-2910A,B

Differential
pressure switch

x

SV-4914

Solenoid valve

.V-4915

Solenoid valve

x
x

6V-4909

Solenoid valve

x

. SYSTEM:

River Water Supply System

Plant
identification
Number

Generic Name

System 24, Page 2
Revision 3
10/80
Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

HS-2906A,B

Hand switch
(switchgear)

x

bV-4910A,B

Solenoid valve

x

The components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
lunction under postulated accident conditions.
i Y-2908A,B,

Time delay relay

IC-06

khS-2902A,B
a6-2903A, B
kzS-4914
ti-4
9 15
ti6-4909A, B
ri6-2907A, B,

Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand

1C-06
1C-06
1C-06
1C-06

h~SS-291lA, B
i.L)-2902

Hand switch
Differential pressure
indicating switch
Differential pressure
indicating switch
Hand switch
Hand switch

PUI'S-2903
n6-2910A, B
ImS-4910A, B

switch
switch
switch
switch
switch
switch

1C-06
1C-227A
1C-227B
1C-154A,B
1C-06

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 25, Page 1
Revision 4
10/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
->i6TEVI:

Electrical and Control Panels

Plant
loentification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IC-03

Panel

x

IC-04

Panel

x

!C-06

Panel

x

Panel

x

Panel

x

.LC-19

Panel

x

.1L-20

Panel

x

1.L-21

Panel

x

4.-23A,B

Panel

x

J.L-24A,B

Panel

x

±C-26A,B

Panel

x

.L(-25A,B

Panel

x

.LC-3

3

Panel

x

.LC-35

Panel

x

£C.-43

Panel

x

.C-44

Panel

x

..L(-52

Panel

x

.LL-55

Panel

x

.LA-55A

Panel

x

.. (A-56

Panel

x

± C-56A

Panel

x

SYSTEM:

Electrical and Control Panels

Plant
laentification
Number

Generic Name

System 25, Page 2
Revision 4
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IC-57

Panel

x

.C-58

Panel

x

1C-91

Panel

x

LC-92

Panel

x

LC-120

Panel

x

.LC-121

Panel

x

J-L-122

Panel

x

±C-123

Panel

x

-LC-124

Panel

x

IC-126A,B

Panel

x

IC-1 29A, B

Panel

1.-145

Panel

x

.LC-l51

Panel

x

-.- 152

Panel

x

IC-154A,B

Panel

x

i-C-i 58

Panel

x

i-C-1 62

Panel

x

±C-163

Panel

x

IC-164A,B

Panel

x

iC-170

Panel

x

IC-171

Panel

x

i-C-156

Panel

x

.LL-157

Panel

x

I--160

Panel

x

i-C-1 61

Panel

x

SYSTEM:

Electrical and Control Panels

Plant
identification
Number

Generic Name

System 25, Page 3
Revision 4
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

IC-193A,B,C,D

Panel

x

IC-194A,B,C,D

Panel

x

IC-218A, B

Panel

x

IC-219A,B

Panel

x

iC-227A,B

Panel

x

IC-159

Panel

x

IC-215

Panel

x

LC-133A,B

Panel

x

." -09

Panel

x

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 26, Page 1
Revision 2
4/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
bYSTEM:

Pumphouse Drain Sump

Plant
laentification
N umber

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

-LP- 132A, B

Drain sump pump

hb,-4936A, B

Control switch

x
x

iL.-4936A, B

Level switch

x

.Lk-4
93 6A, B

Level sensor

x

Facility:
Docket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 27, Page 1
Revision 3
4/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Leak Detection

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary outside Primary
Containment
Containment

TE-2742A
through F

Temperature element
(reactor water
cleanup)

x

TE-2743A
through F

Temperature element
(reactor water
cleanup)

x

TE-2744A
through F

Temperature element
(reactor water
cleanup)

x

TE-2526A
through D

Temperature element
(suppression pool)

x

TE-2522A
through D

Temperature element
(suppression pool)

x

TE-2523A
through D

Temperature element
(suppression pool)

x

TE-2451A,B

Temperature element
(RCIC)

x

TE-2446A,B

Temperature element
(RCIC)

x

TE-2447A,B

Temperature element
(RCIC)

x

TE-2264A,B

Temperature element
(HPCI)

x

TE-2262A,B

Temperature element
(HPCI)

x

TE-2263A,B

Temperature element
(HPCI)

x

SYSTEM:

Leak Detection

System 27,

Page 2

Revision 4
10/80
Plant
.Loentif ication
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

FT-2725

Flow transmitter

x

P6-1014

Pressure switch

x

i-b-1015

Pressure switch

x

±e-1016

Pressure switch

x

k-1017

Pressure switch

x

WL-4443A,B,

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

L,D

TE-4444A,B,
(-,
D

Temperature
(MSL)

x

TE-4445A,B,

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

TE-4446A,B,

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

TE-4477A,B

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

IE-4478A,B

Temperature
(MSL)

x

TE-4479A,B

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

TE-4480A,B

Temperature element
(MSL)

x

L,D

element

element

The components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
Lunction under postulated accident conditions.
TS-2742A
tnrough F

Temperature switch

IC-21

TDS-2743A
tnrough F

Temperature differential switch

IC-21

TDS-2521A,B,
rD

Temperature differential switch

1C-21

SYSTEM:

Leak

Detection

System 27,

Revision 4
10/80
Plant

loentification
Number

Location
Generic Name

k-2747

Flow transmitter

1C-52

tT-2748

Flow transmitter

1C-52

TiS-2526A,B,

Temperature switch

1C-21

KS-2524A,B

Time delay relay

1C-21

tS-2525A,B

Time delay relay

1C-21

kib-2267A,B

Hand switch

1C-21

ab-2449A,B

Hand switch

1C-21

±LiS-2445A, B

Temperature differen
tial switch

1C-21

TS-2450A,B

Temperature switch

1C-21

.L-2261A,B

Temperature switch

!C-21

Temperature differen
tial switch

1C-21

TUS-2085A

Temperature differen
tial switch

1C-21

TIS-4443

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193A

TIS-4444

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193B

TIS-4445

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193C

TIS-4446

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193D

TIS-4477

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-194A

TIS-4478

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-194B

ULS-2260A, B

Page

3

ISYSTEM:

Leak

Plant
laentification
Number

Detection

System 27, Page 4
Revision 4
10/80
Location

Generic Name

1*16-4479

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-194C

TIS-4480

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-194D

PDIS-2244

Pressure differential
indicating switch

1C-122

PDIS-2245

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126B

PS-2246A,C

Pressure switch

IC-126B

PS-2246B,D

Pressure switch

IC-122

?IS-2441

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-121

PDIS-2442

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-57

PS-2443B,D

Pressure switch

IC-57

irS-2443A,C

Pressure switch

IC-121

kb-2749A,B

Flow switch

IC-19

kY-2749

Relay

IC-19

kl-2748

Relay

IC-19

Power supply

IC-19

rt1-2748

Flow transmitter

IC-52

kix-2747

Relay

lC-19

kT-2747

Flow transmitter

IC-52

kl-2725

Relay

IC-19

L/S-2725

Power supply

IC-19

k"IS-4432A,B

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126A

?DIS-4432C,D

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126B

L/

S-2748

SYSTEM:

Leak Detection

Plant
identification
Number

System 27, Page 5
Revision 4
10/80
Location

Generic Name

kUIS-4434A,B

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-122

PDIS-4434C,D

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126B

PLiIS-4436A,B

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126A

Di-IS-4436C,D

Pressure differential
indicating switch

1C-126B

kiIS-4438A,B

Pressure differential
indicating switch

IC-126A

PLIS-4438C,D

Pressure differential
indicating switch

1C-126B

k'T-2725

Flow transmitter

IC-19

Facility:
Docket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331

System 29, Page 1
Revision 2
4/80

MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TOFUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Containment Atmosphere Control

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

SV-4300

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4301

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4302

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4303

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4304

Solenoid valve

x

PDIS-4304

Pressure differ
ential indicating
switch

SV-4305

Solenoid valve

PDIS-4305

Pressure differen
tial indicating
switch

SV-4306

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4307

Solenoid valve

x

PS-4365A,B

Pressure switch

x

PS-4348

Pressure switch

x

SV-4308

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4309

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4310

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4311

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4312

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4313

Solenoid valve

x

x
x
x
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Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name
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Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

MO-4320A,B

Gate valve
(motor-operated)

x

MO-4323A,B

Globe valve
(motor-operated)

x

SV-4333A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4334A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4331A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-4332A,B

Solenoid valve

x

SV-8117A,B,
C,D

Solenoid valve

x

SV-8101A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8103A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8102A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8104A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8105A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8106A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8107A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8108A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8109A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8110A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8114A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8115A,B

Solenoid valve

SV-8116A,B

Solenoid valve
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Plant
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Generic Name

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
unoer System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
-Listed here to complete the listing
of components required to
Lunction under postulated accident conditions.

~V8112A, B
6V-8113A,B
-,V-8ll8A,B
bV-8126A,B
-,V-8128A, B
,zV-8l33A,B
6'V-8l30A, B
LP-2 6A, B,C, D
-P-27A,B,C,
IP-28A,B
iP-29A, B
N-818lA, B
k&Ld-818 2A, B
6V-811llA, B
-,V-4129A,B
-

D

Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve
Pump motors and
motor starters
Pump motors and
motor starters
Pump motors and
motor starters
Pump motors and
motor starters
Oxygen analyzer
Hydrogen analyzer
Solenoid valve
Solenoid valve

IC-218A,B
1C-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
1C-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-219A
1C-2198
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-218A,B
IC-132

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
RSQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
-YSTEM:

Ancillary Components

Plant
Identification
Number

Generic Name
5 kV cable

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

None of
cable in
performs
related

the 5 kV
drywell
safety
function

X

600 V control and
power cable
600 V instrument

cable
Special coaxial
cable
Terminal blocks
Electrical
penetrations
Splicing kits for
600 V control and
power cable

i'4UTE:

The above listed components are located inside and outside
of primary containment.

Facility:
Locket:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS lE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

Nuclear Boiler/Containment Systems

Plant
identification
Number

Location
Generic Name

The components listed below are located on panels or instrument
racks.
Environmental qualification for these components is covered
Lnder System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
tunction under postulated accident conditions.
LIS-4531

Level indicating
switch

IC-56

LIS-4532

Level indicating
switch

1C-55

LIS-4533

Level indicating
switch

1C-56

LIS-4534

Level indicating
switch

1C-55

ez-4310 B

Pressure switch

IC-122

PS-43llB

Pressure switch

IC-58

k5-4312B

Pressure switch

IC-126B

iS-4313B

Pressure switch

IC-121

L16-4535

Level indicating
switch

IC-56

LIS-4536

Level indicating
switch

IC-55

LIS-4537

Level indicating
switch

IC-56

LIS-4538

Level

IC-55

indicating

switch

TIS-4443A,B,
L,

21S-4444A,B,
L, D

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193A

Temperature
switch

IC-193B

indicating

w
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Nuclear Boiler/Containment Systems

Plant
laentification
Number
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Generic Name

iil-4445A,B,

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193C

T1IS-4446A,B,
,)

Temperature indicating
switch

IC-193D

PS-4545

Pressure switch

1C-56

PS-4548

Pressure switch

lC-55

1-S -4529

Pressure switch

1C-122

1-6-4530

Pressure switch

1C-121

1,6-4555

Pressure switch

1C-56

L-4556

Pressure switch

lC-55

PS-4557

Pressure switch

1C-56

Pressure switch

IC-55

Pb-4593A,B

Pressure switch

IC-56A

ivb-4593C,D

Pressure switch

IC-55A

?S-4543

Pressure switch

IC-56

1,6-4544

Pressure switch

IC-55

1-S-4546

Pressure switch

IC-55

1,6-4547

Pressure switch

IC-56

-PS-4549

Pressure switch

IC-56

kS-4550

Pressure switch

IC-55

ei--4551

Pressure switch

IC-56

i-b -4552

Pressure switch

IC-55

LIS-4565

Level indicating switch

IC-122

.LIS-4566

Level indicating switch

1C-121

L1S-4561

Level indicating switch

IC-56

.L1S-4562

Level indicating switch

1C-55

-S -4 5

Flacility:
. 1Jcke t:

Duane Arnold Energy Center
50-331
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MASTER LIST
CLASS 1E ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED TO FUNCTION UNDER POSTULATED ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
SYSTEM:

NUREG 0578 Modifications

Plant
laentification
Number

Generic Name

Location
Inside Primary Outside Primary
Containment
Containment

!C-2 18A, B

Panel

x

LT-4397A,B

Level transmitter

x

kE-9184A,B

Radiation element

RT-9184A,B

Radiation transmitter

x

?1-4398A,B

Pressure transmitter

x

t-T-4399A,B

Pressure transmitter

x

PS=440 0A ,B,C

Pressure switch

x

1,-440 A,B, C

Pressure switch

x

i-S-4402A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

P-S-4403A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

PS-4404A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

PS-4405A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

1-S-4406A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

PS-4407A,B,C

Pressure switch

x

x

T±ne components listed
below are located on panels or instrument
racks. Environmental qualification for these components is covered
under System 25 for their respective panels.
These components are
listed here to complete the listing of components required to
runction under postulated accident conditions.
Ll-4397A, B
1i4--4397A, B
i-u'918 4A, B
PIJ-4398A, B
±el-4399A,B
ik'K-4398A,B

Level indicator
Level recorder
Radiation recorder
Pressure indicator
Pressure indicator
Pressure recorder

1C-09
lC-09
lC-09
IC-09
lC-09
lC-09

